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SUMMARY
In order to determine the best possible layout for
the metal working plant under consideration in the event
of their constructing a new building, we have conducted
an exhaustive investigation of the present plant, the pro-
duction processes, the business methods and policies of
the company, the capacity of present and proposed plants,
the cost of the roposed improvements and the best possi-
ble location for the new building.
We feel that the proposed layout of the new plant,
as described and discussed in this thesis, will eliminate
the disadvantages of the present layout and will have sf-
ficient additional advantages, so that a decided increase
in productive efficiency will result. The new layout al-
so provides amply for the expansion of the business.
Altho-ugh the plant is not running at fll capacity
just now, we have estimated that when it is operating at
full estimated capacity under the new layout a saving in
production cost of approximately $19,000. per annum will
be realized from the increased efficiency of the plant.
The annulal savings will increase, of course, with produc-
tion to a certain maximum point.
We find that the cost of the improvements will be
about $179,000., if the new plant is built on the present
site, while the cost will be only $95,500., if the plant
3.
is built on another suitable location where land is
cheaper.
With these findings in mind, we advise that
a market analysis be carried out to determine whether
or not there is sufficient existing or potential de-
mand to make it possible to increase production to the
point where the economies of the new layout will be
sufficient to justify its existence. If such a mark-
et analysis proves satisfactory, we recommend that
the business be built up as far as the capacity of the
present plant will allow and that the new layout be then
effected as proposed in this thesis.
a,.
INTRODUCTORY
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LAYOUTl- Ol- 
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Thi pr oblm Csia,. s width the hanges in the layout
of a metal rwo -1- raI:rr t ir2-rtlen=m e i , the ontrt iont
of a new ui.n tio ,lae the e Wrin t I I ' L
oreratio, o tl s el ayOsil s n  tS necesar v an±.-
d;-r thi·ee oitnt~.ition sine ne Lvvelsoper of the
",esert layoust n ade: .te consierat' ,ion was iven to
le?:rtmental relatons, ¢.~ of layout an effi ie:--
oofro-- c-''o flow, ti ir esticat'n'r we hc re
eot te cost of all chages crtii"aily in mind, since
2021 r el C o 4C o the o e-t importnt -factrs in eter-
m~erzl~r,· te 2 ity f ;YaSiL@&tie, t.5h  ro.'oee ' la-o.
T.:e prposed la'o -,t e.bcies the re-locai' on o f the
c aente o'.. th sl"t e =",.. t t + one a:.Iothe ad
the re-oc..-to, n.,, -: ....- r-;i eaof thepartcen t,
s.u..ch a way as to net .e It nes of that .e-~rtt me t c,
tl-Ee outi tie.du ewslns oe .. te o r....rents. hS4il.ra-
tio. of s. oes Io> S odr~" , machi one shoe loha -tio n:, tool rCom
l io.n, etr0-~tt storet Ts<TOT I.+l ~h e .....
2,*me . .-.e
ade . .et....s rega ..fere deidedworkig conditions, ra cost of changes was deemed essen- >tia_ to the S ,rer sl tio.n ato the poblem. With the 
layout itsel determined, investirtion as to, the most
s itable type at.' inr to house the instatio vS
mase sC. oeails regaring the -Were decided.
k estinute of the cost of cre ting s uch. a b1 Lar was
~ten sec'ed. Finally, in order to pro'ide for all con-
tin. encies, irnvesti:ation was made as to t.e avisabii-
ty of re-l ca Stin t er tire built t to take a v-Lntar.e
of mo e favora bl trkansportat', n facitiones or be ter
blsir..es s condriti ones elsehere 
Iethtod of Procetrge.
in order to study the bu:iness in al its phases
an-dc t o secre s-.-.ff.cient data from whien;I-i to determin e
the firnal layo'lt two2 weeks were spent in wiork at the
plant itself, Followirs' the irvestit i¢ga o n, all a1-ta was
cole. in ' ppr fform and after a thoroih stu!y and
experimeen tation with various layoutt schemes, the f-"il
plan was decided pon.
The first step was to lay out a ground plan of the
land alr-ady occupied by th1 e plant and showingt the land
availale for e;parsion. Then a -th.orough survey of the
plant was made and. a list a' ranhinr- corp!led
whicl show e-d the nanme, rrak e, locaton, floor pace occu-
piked, an fuCtinsc o each inac.Ec , e. mnemonic system
. ' '.' . ' .. ..
.. . . ... . .
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ication was applied to all machines, wrhich
em by departments. Woridbenches and storage
e classified in a similar manner.
drawings were made of the floor plans of
e three floors ad basement showing the loca-
oh machine on that floor. Flow sheets were
red for each department showing the location
s and the routing of the work from raw materi-
shed products.
the catalogs o the company, a complete lassi-
rd listing of all products was made, employing
ic system sed b the company. Figures on the
nts of finished stock on hand we-e obtained
rd steel sash, since these are the only pro-
e manufacture is sfficiently standardized to
oking. All other work was found to be special
Fi ,-ares on amounts and kinds of semi-
tock were otained and also a list of amounts
of raw materials carried. Figures on nrtmber
es and on comoarative speeds of standardized
were compiled.
ly a cnsulltation was held with each of the
mnen. On the ass'umption that each department
ntirely located on one floor of the new bild-
rorerman was .gvenr a sheet of drawing paper
-~~~··.-C · ~~~~~ ~ I- . *.j..:*: :1*
* .1
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with a space equ-ivalent to one-third of the available
floor area ruled off to -zcale. He was told to arrange
his machines in that space in any manner which he consi-
dered most efficient. These plans were collected and
are incorporated in this thesis.
The size and scale of the final layot plan were
then determined and a tezn'plet was cut to scale from
cardboard t orepresent each machine. These termplets
were arranged on the drawing board and re-arranged se-
veral times until the most feasible layo-ut was obtained
taking into consideration all limitations and influen-
cing fact ors.
Finally, a payroll an-lysis for a period of one
month was secured from the company and estimated savings
in production cost resulting from the new layout ere
computed. Estimates on cost of building on present lo-
cation and on a new location were see-ared, so that a
complete ost analysis was made possible.
Like m$ other similar concerns, 2he comoany
ovners ete a small ortio nf aother clant in v<lhch
they started oeratons in the -.etal working! line.
ven the acis use. were rfted. fte secIrinr te
(:nfidene o te trade, they ev ti. toL -s
pidir, ;urohaswnw e ow n fCtory and oime nt and.
ina:ic<in7 aditions to ot b .ildig arnd, t men nvest-
fent asw te cntercris -rew.
TI -,.Ietal <ork-b ia has alwsbeen s je't
t" fre~lent ~ tnm crastic changes. . ear metal woz
clfftS m~ar be t'rxi~i t: cor~Ices arC ho.',-e ,ronts while
a ar teis i ne er t - al corines hiavi 
'o s.i The en r le tthe t rroae 0 , the ... rin.
oab l. Th-; ake 7:vr the o b c wants Tis tu-
at:o: aises yrl beca; s .o mtas ines "- a ecia1
o . t-:. -- n O " . . a e a .rtr job or .l -4l,
coies in. ,, tle p -osves o be olar ai -, "" ~ -
.5'~:'-:: er-a n S' ewor r thae sa a tte thin . e
orz;a~ s tar I I " c. aevertis . and.-.,a r .es
ip-bt= ~,in untit. T he r I--ae wh te dee for -, that . stu-±a- 4.v ar<ticmoe dies out s thi g c-le ts it Q pe.al
^L XL X -t,'3a e.+,2 *4t~' P s"ety3-
<1'":: i!}; f t1 Ps'?,-"~ a~ e-" a~ f1 t-~aw o wrc e?. z u t h ^^e l sXtaiLtl ~}li S 23 ,4
_ Ai ., ; , 2 f _a 1< ../ftn i8~vBrk t _ rs
k - Bf S , ~r ,C S ;', .......... Lt.t it( J,,; in fauat >. ..ty. .................. m: -_ ?-L Lr,,:, . 0 -a = -, ,= §
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The company started off making cornices and house
fronts. During the war they made cook-stoves and tent
pins. Now they are making hollow metal windows, steel
sash, metal stairs, coal chutes, etc. There is no tell-
ing what trend the business will take in the future.
t1.
THE PLANT AS IT OW STANDS
The present plant is an extremely odd conglomera-
tion of semi-modern and ancient buildings with machinery
and departments arranged in a more or less haphazard fa-
shion. The ensemble is the result of an expansion poli-
cy whereby additions were made to the buildings or new
and adjoining buildings occupied as the business developed,
and its productive capacity outgrew its cramped quarters.
The plant is right alongside of a spur track of the
o iissouri Pacific Railroad, although there is no facili-
ty for loading directly from factory to freight car as
the spur track has no branch leading to the plant. Dur-
ing the course of the business, several parcels of real
estate adjoining the original portion have been pur-
chased to allow for fture expansion. The accompanying
chart shows the real estate holdings of the company.
A detailed and a curate description of the build-
ings is hardly possible without producing a confused pic-
ture in the reader's mind. Let it suffice to give a gen-
eral idea of the location of the various departments with
relation to one another. At present there are three pro-
duction departments and a machine shop. The three pro-
duction departments are Sash Department, Stair Department
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and Hollow Metal Window Department. The Sash and Stair
Departments are on the ground floor or basement. The
machine shop is on the first floor and the Hollow M'etal
Window Denartment nartlyv on the thi-rd flnnr ad ntlv
on the ground floor. The remainder of the first and
second floors is used for storage in process or for spe-
cial work such as making fireproof doors, ventilators,
etc.
The machinery consists mainly of heavy presses and
punches of different makes. Most of the machines are
rather old, the majority being purchased second-hand.
The nature of the business, however, does not demand the
latest kind of machines so that the majority of those
in use at the present time are perfectly capable of
handling the work efficiently and well ,although a few
have reached the point of obsolescence or are of too
low capacity.
Several of the machines are used by more than one
department and one in particular is wsed by all three.
The location of the machires with proper consideration
for the routing of the ork and use of the machine by
more than one department has never been properly attend-
ed to. Additions to machine equipment have been made
from time to time and have been located wherever most ad-
vantageous at the time. Considerable lack of co-ordina-
i
j
q
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tion results from this situation. Wastefuil and avoida-
ble movement of material from one department to another
or up and down stairs is often necessary in order to use
the machines as they are now situated. A single freight
elevator handles all vertical movements. Hiandtrucks for
lighter objects and travelling cranes, hand operated, for
heavier pieces are used for horizontal transportation.
Work in process is stored in tihe plant, finished
goods in an adjoining buildingvwhich is ased as a ware-
house, Tee bar stock is stored alongside the cutting ma-
chines, sheet steel adjacent to the shears, and te rest
of the stock in an underground stock room. The tool
room and supply room is on the second floor. Practical-
ly all incoming and outgoing shipments of material are
made by trulck. in alley r~.mning through the property is
very useful in this respect.
There is very little standardization in the bsiness.
The only department that is standardized and produces to
stock is the Sash Department. Practically all of the
work in the Hollow Metal inidow Department and all the
work in the Stair Department is special order ork.
The plant employs about forty-five laborers, in-
cluding foremen, and an office force of about fifteen,
as shown on the chart on Page 92. The manufacturing pro-
cesses are such that little silled labor is needed ex-
I
I
I
r
15.
cept in the machine shop, where a number of expert die-
cutters and machinists are constantly busy.i A _A__
A classlrlea 11is or ne prodLuctis OI Ine company is
shown on Page 1Q5. The catalog of the comDany is herewith
attached in Appendix A.
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PROCESSES F IUTYF~Cr±TURE
Standard Steel Sash.
Because of a fair degree of uniformity in builders'
specifications for windows, standardization is possible
to a limited extent in the Sash Department. The differ-
ent articles produced in all their shapes and sizes are
at least one-hundred ari thirty-four in number, of which
approximately one-half or seventy varieties are manufac-
t;red for stock. In other words, even although this is
the only department in which standardization is possi-
ble, there is still a great deal of special order work,
and the demcand for each size or variety produced is only
large enough to justify stocking in about 50% of the vari-
eties.
In this department various types of steel sash are
made. This inclldes ash with and without ventilators,
casement sash, basement windows, etc. (see Appendix A .
All types of sash go through the same ope:.:ations in manu-
factu Lre, namely: cuttirn and punching of Tee bar stock,
for both frame and field bars, bending of frame bars, as-
sembling of field bars in the frames, caulking, upsetting
ventilators and fitting .nrater angles, attaching hardware,
fitting ventilators in sash, painting anu drying. In the
case of sash without ventilators, the sash go straight
from the caulking machine to the paint bath. From data
available, calculations ere made to determine the rela-
r 2 ,
ive speeds of these various operations. This data
proved useful in deciding how much space to allow be-
tween operations for piling up of work on large jobs.
Cutting and. punching of field and frame bars is
done on large hl machines. Tee bar stock is stored in
thirty foot lengths a little to one side of the Ohls so
that it can be fed directly into the machine whenever
needed. After a batch of tee bar has been cut, the dies
in the machine are changed and the batch run through
again to be pu-nrched properly. Pchings differ accord-
ing to whether the bar is a field or frame bar. Frame
bar punchings eoend on how many lights there are in the
a-.sh, while field bar pmchirgs depend on whether the
bar is horizontal or veltical and whether adjacent to a
ventilator or Lot. In the larger sizes, frame bars are
made in more than one piece.
"Ohl Machine s"
25.
After pnchiLn , frame ad field bars are stored ac-
cordiiLg to classes '3util an order comes thro ig.h for the
assembling of a ertain nber of any size of sash. The
frame bars are ten formed into frames on the bending
rac,_ and the ends joined. These frames th-en go to the
assenmby table mwhere the field bars are fitted in place.
The itted frames then go to the ca-uiling achine w-here
a stamping action binds the joints ald eliminates rivet-
ing. Up to this point both ventilators nad sash proper
go thruah thro samne ooerationrs erately.
L AL A
Caulking Machine Upsetting {achine
Folloring the caulking, ventilators are sent to the
Ipsetting mfachhne where they are ent slightly to permaiit
24.
the pivoting action necessary for opening and closing.
Then they ae moved to a table for attachment of hardware
and water angles. Sash proper move directly from caulk-
ing machine to hardware table.
Finally, the ventilators are fitted in the sash
and the ensemble is dipped in a paint bath and allowed
to ry. Usually ventilators are made up for stock and
stored until needed, since all ventilators are made in
a few standard sizes.
Swain Punches
The hardware is pnched out on srmall Sw"an punches
from scrap tee bar collected from the Ohls. Glazing
angles are cut on anothler small pnch from special stock.
These are used to eliminate putty in cases where fire-
underwriters so specify, but are not used on all sash.
25.
Water angles are also made up from special stock.
Sash are either shipped direct from the drying plat-
form or stored in the warehouse until called for.
Stairs.
Unlike the steel sash department, standardization
is utterly impossible in the stair department. In fact,
there are seldom if ever two jobs exactly alike. This
means more care in scheduling the work, since orders
cannot be rushed through by the mere assembly of stocked
parts.
On receipt of the stair order, together with the
plans of the building, one-half inch scale drawings are
made of the stair work, showing its exact position in
the building. After the prints have been approved by
the architect as to design and by the contractor as to
measuArements, drawings are placed in the shop with the
shop orders for the foreman's action.
The us-ual stair job is composed of six components:
treads and risers, stringers, railings, newels, moulding
and tread angles, and platforms.
The treads and risers are first cut to size from
#13 gauge rolled steel sheets on the 12 ft. shear. They
are then placed on a truck and taken to the 10 ft. Ohl
and gang-punched for bolting the pan tread to the under
26.
side of the nosing. From there they go to the small
Long & Alstetter on the north side of the shop for punch-
ing to receive the tread angles and bolting to the
stringers. They are then taken back to the 10 ft. Ohl
and bent into form for the finished product. On some
special jobs the treads are roughed on a special Long
& Alstetter press.
In the meanwhile the foreman or layout man lays out
the stringers and marks them with a center punch to indi-
cate position for punching holes for riveting tread angles
to the stringer. After marking, the ends of the string-
ers are ct and notched on the hand shear to permit their
proper resting on the concrete or steel beams at the head
and foot of the stair at tile wellhole line. Punching of
the stringers is done on the Lone & Alstetter 6. The
14" x 3/16T' stringer plates are then formed into charnnel
shape on the 10 ft. Ohl if their length is not excessive
and on the Totten press is they are too long for the Ohl
to handle.
27.
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Totten Press & A 1
The balustrade railing is made of " or 1i" channel
iron at the top and bottom. These are mort'sei on the
Long & Alstetter #6 to receive the vertical menmbers or
balusters, which are sually made of " square iron.
These bali-sters are tenoned and cut to pitch and to pro-
per length on the Long & Alstetter #1. Railings are then
assembled on heavy timbers resting on wooden horses.
The vertical members fit into the ,-ortised cannels at
top and ottom. These channels are temporarily tacked
to the wood to hold them in position and at the proper
pitch or bevel. The ver.ticul members re then riveted
in with one-matic hammer.
28.
Twelve Foot hear
Newel posts are lisually rade of #13 gauge rolled
steel, cut to size on the 12 ft. shear, slotted to re-
ceive stringers on the Long & Alstetter 6, bent to 4"
scuare tubes on the 10 ft. Ohl, and welded with an acety-
lene torch at the welding bench. Some special newels
are stocked ready made.
No. 16 gauge pressed steel moulding is carried in
stock and made up on stock orders for q-;antities approx-
imating 5000 ft. at time. This steel is cut on the
12 ft. shear and formed or pessed on the Bliss -E.
Moulding is uIsLally made up in 13 ft. lengths. The 1l" x
l1"n x 3/16" tread angles are usually carried in stock in
barrels near the point of assembly. They are punched and
cut to size on the Long & Alstetter 6.
Platforms are cut from #13 gauge rolled sheet steel
I
I
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and platform stiffeners are forged by hand.
So much for the machine work and fabricating.
The stairs are then assembled. Tread angles are ri-
veted by hand to the stringers and mouldings are attached.
Then the treads and risers are bolted in position. Final-
ly the railings are attached.
Stairs which are not Unusually cumbersome are placed
in position as they will exist in the bilding, so that
dimensions can be checked and unus-ual conditions verified
before shipping. This eliminates many discoveries of er-
rors after stairs have reached destination.
Hollow Metal Windows.
In the ollow Metal Window Deartment there is a
slight attempt at standardization. Although the majority
of the work is done on special orders, there are about
forty-two varieties and sizes catalogued, which the com-
pany considers standard. No attempt is made, however, to
make assembled windows to stock, although some of the com-
ponents are stocked.
The distinguishing characteristic of the method of
making hollow metal windows is the large amount of hand
labor required. Bending, punching, soldering, etc. must
all be done by hand. Furthermore, the assembly of the
components of the window is all done by hand and is the
biggest part of the job.
30.
Windows are made from ordinary galvanized sheet iror.
Each complete window is composed of twelve distinct parts,
namely:
1. Sill.
2. Head.
3. Cover. Frame
4. Separators.
5. Jambsa.
6. Bottom Sash Rail.
7. Bottom Meeting Sash Rail.
8. Top Meeting Sash Rail. Sash
9. Top Sash Rail.
10. Side Sash Rail.
11. Stops.
12. MIuntins.
I A
Big Ohl
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As for the heavy achinery employed, all component
pieces are cut on the Niagara 10 ft. power shear, and
formed on. the Henderson Brake. The large Ohl machine is
used for forming pociets and moulds, while a power press
punches pockets and pulley slots. Some of the riveting
and cutting is done by power., but the majority of the
small punching, notchirg, etc. is done by hand. (See
Appendix Cfor machinery employed and Appendix Afor list
of operations.
w_
Niagara Shear
Hen ers -rnkr
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32.
THE LAYOUT
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DEP.RTENTAL REIT IONS
There is just enough relationship between departments
so that the position of one department in the layout scheme,
with respect to the others, cannot be overlooked. Except
for one or two considerations, each of the three depart-
ments operates as a complete entity with the processes so
separate that as far as necessary relationships go, each
could be housed in a separate building.
The first important consideration is the fact that
one line of products of the company is processed partly in
the Standard Steel Sash Department and partly in the Hollow
Metal Window Department, namely the combination windows.
The frames and muntins are made and assembled in the Hol-
low Metal Window Department while the sash are made and
assembled in the Sash Department. The windows are fitted
in the Hollow Metal Window Department. This relationship
necessitates the close proximity of these two departments
although it would not prevent placing them in separate
buildings if so desired, provided the buildings were ad-
jacent. Having them under the same roof, however, facili-
tates the small amount of interdepartmental transportation
necessary.
The second consideration is that some of the machin-
ery employed in the Hollow Metal Winaow Department is al-
so employed in the Stair Department, namely the big Ohl
machine, the Bliss 7E press, and the Vulcan shear. These
machines are of considerable bulk and massiveness and re-
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present a substantial investment so that the company has
only installed one of each, evidently with the feeling
that the amount of work demanded of each type of machine
mentioned was not sufficient to justify investing in two
separate machines of any type. The large Ohl is the on-
ly one that is really used to any great extent by the two
departments. However, unless another Ohl machine is pur-
chased, it will be necessary to have the Hollow Metal Win-
dow Department adjacent to the Stair Department. The ad-
visability of purchasing a new machine depends on the ca-
pacity of the machine now in use to atisfy existing and
possible fture demands on it.
With these considerations in view it seems that the
most convenient layout will res-ult with the three depart-
ments in line on one floor, the Hollow Metal Window De-
partment in the center with the Sash Department adjoining
on one side and the Stair Department on the other. The
Hollow Metal Window Department will then be located in
proper relation to the other departments.
There is no interdepartmental problem as far as raw
materials go. Each department has its own distinct raw
materials. IlI two epartments Gue the same kind of raw
material so that the handling of this raw material is
purely a problem for the inuvividual department.
.Y'
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Furthermore, there is no interdepartmental labor
problem. There is very little, if any, shifting of men
from one department to another and the operations are all
confined to the individual department areas so that the
men in one department do not in any way interfere with
those in another. There are no racial, religious, or
prejudicial differences among the employees sufficient to
cause any trouble. Of course there are no women workers
other than in the office. The company has been practical-
ly free from labor difficulties.
.
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STORES
Raw Material Stores.
The present method of storing raw materials is to
place the material as near as possible to the machine
which starts it in process. The only exception to this
practice is in the case of the hardware and railing stock
for the stairs, which are kept in the basement of another
building on the other ide of the alley. All tee bar,
sheet iron, and galvanized iron are stored beside the ma-
chines.
This system as applied to the present layout and
buildings has the following disadvantages:
1. Lack of a perpetual inventory on all stock stored
at machin .
2. Location of basement storeroom for Stair Depart-
ment awkward and at too great a distance from machines.
3. Stock occupies val-auble floor space that might be
used for production purposes.
4. Difficulties in unloading stock fromn carrier to
( '!:r-f. HTowdver, the principle of storage-at-machine has
several inherent advantages:
1. Elimination of intra-factory transportation.of
raw materials, thus red-icing haulage labor.
2. Saving of time req~uired to get piece from store-
room to machine, thus speeding up roduction.
I
i
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3. Cutting down on the flse of aisles for tr'cking.
4. Possibility of storage in easy position for feed-
irg stock into machine.
In devising the storagle system for the new plant, it
was felt that if the disadvantages of the present system
could be overcome, the main principle of storage-at-ma-
chine would be the most economical and efficient method
of handling all raw materials.
If the nw plant is to be erected on the same site
as the presernt bildings there will be two difficilties
to overcome in locating storage places for raw materials.
These diffic-ulties result from the nature of the land on
which the plant is to be erected. The first is that if
the plant is to be laid out all on one floor as is pro-
posed, the available floor area will not be unlimited. A
careful estimate shows that practically the entire 40,000
square feet available will be taken up by achinery and
working room. This means that with this limited floor
area the less space rendered "dead" by storage, the more
room will be available for working space. Th-as if we can
take the storage off the ain floor, the operation of the
plant will be bettered.
The second. difficulty inherent in the land is that
the groand slopes to the extent that it will be necessary
I.
."?
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in building the new plant to have a deeper excavation at
one end of the property than at the other. This is the
case at the present time but since the new plant will be
longer than the present one the excavation at the deep
end will be greater. This depth will probably amount to
as much as ten feet below the level of the ound at the
deepest end. With such a condition existing, there arises
the problem of unloading materials from trucks as they ar-
rive at the plant and getting them down to the lower level
where the machines are located.
To meet with these diffic-ulties and to overcome the
disadvantages of the present system of storage of raw ma-
terials, a plan has been devised whereby a mezzanine floor
will be constructed for a distance of two-hundred and twen-
ty feet along the alley side of the plant and at a height
of ten feet from the floor on which the machinery is locat-
ed. It is then prooosed to unload materials from trucks
directly from the alley onto this mezzanine platform,
where they will be stored in s itable manner until needed
in production. This plan will effect all raw materials
except the tee bar stock, which is unloaded and stored on
the other side of the shop near the Ohl machines as it is
in the present plant.
To give an idea of how this proposed scheme will work
in actulal practice, let us follow a shipment of material
from delivery truck to machine. The mezzanine will be
.. -.
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built sc that for a distance of about one-hundred feet
along the alley it, height above the .roukd. will be such
that the floor of a truck bacing up for unloading will
be just level with the mezzanine floor. This makes for
ai ideal. unloading arrangement. The stores 'clerk checks
the goods as they arrive and enters them on the invento-
ry as they are placed in the proper bins andc racks. All
the hardware for the Stair Depa-Ltment, the railing stock,
stringer and tread stock, and galvanized iron sheets are
thus stored. Since the shears for cutting the sheet iron
are located practically uinder the rrez anine, these sheets
are stored directly over the machines and lowered to them
as needed. Suitable lowering devices are to be installed
to transfer stock from the mezzanine to the factory floor
when called for.
In this way a comlete perpetual inventory of stock
may be kept. Wor'kmen will .ot be allowed on the storing
platform without special permission and material may not
be removed from storage without requisition. o one but
the storekeepers and assistants will be on the mezzanine
so that stock will remain untarpered.
Furthemore, the factory floor under the mezzanine
will be available for production so that there are no
dead storage spaces on the factory floor other than the
tee bar. Finally, the present basement storeroom referred
to previously will be done away with.
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In this way we have a storage system with all the ad-
vantages of the storage-at-machine method and with none
of the disadvantages and ifficulties of the present sys-
tem. The mezzanine storage will be located at the point
where the materials stored thereon go into process.
In the event of the possible moving of the plant to
a new site, instead of building on the present site as
now planned, the changes in layout necessary as far as
storage is oncetrned would be very slight. In movirng to
and building on a new site a location would probably be
chosen where land values are such that sufficient land
co-uld be purchased to provide adequate room for the pro-
posed plant as well as ample provision for expansion.
Such a step wo-ld obviate the necessity of the mezzanine
plan, the logical thing being to store everything on the
ground floor as close to the mrachines as possible. Such
a plan is all right when there are no hampering space limi-
tations. The storage system outlined for the mezzanine
floor would be used just the same except that the storage
area would be laid out on the ground floor directly ad-
joining and in the same relation to the production area
as the mezzanine. The difference would be merely the oc-
cupation of a greater ground floor area, and the necessi-
ty of a more rigid stores' control,. since the exclusive-
ness of the mezzanine iJo-uld be lost.
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Storage In Process.
Storage in process occiurs in two departments only,
the Standard Steel Sash Department and the Hollow Metal
Window Department. Work in the Stair Departmnent is done
untirely by jobs and each job is finished before another
is started so that there is no in-process storage problem.
in the Sash Department, storage in process consists
of cut frame and field bars and ventilators, principally,
although there may be some piling up of ork between the
assembly and ca-lking operations, between the caulking
and fitting operations and prior to painting. In the Hol-
low Metal Window Department, storage in process consists
entirely of the various component parts of sash and frames
prior to assembly.
Present methods of storage in process seem perfectly
adequate so that the storage provisions for the new plant
will involve no major changes in methods and are esigned
to fulfill the needs of the processes. Cut framebars are
stored in racks by sizes near the bending rack. Cut field
bars are stored ubnder and adjacent to the assembly tables.
Vent ilators are usually Made up to stock and. stored until
ready for fitting. These will probably be stored on the
portion of the mezzanine floor in the Sash Department,
near the elevator. Storage between oerations on the
sash -sually takes the form of loaded hand trucks and 'is
allowed :for by proper location of tr.achines with respect
to each other. Finished omponents ready f or assembly in
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the Hollow Metal Window Department are to be stored near
the assembly tables.
Finished Product Storage.
Finished products are stored only in one department,
the Standard Steel Sash Department. This is possible be-
cause of the standardization of products in that depart-
ment to the extent that they can be made up to anticipate
the demand. Since sch a coarse is not practical in
either of the other two departments, most of the work is
job work and the Jobs are shipped out immediately on com-
pletion or soon afterward, so that there is no storage of
finished products in those two departments.
In storing the finished sash, the warehouse on the
other side of the alley from the factory is utilized and
sashbs are transported from factory to warehouse by an
overhead travelling crane. This method is entirely ade-
quate since it keeps the fin shed stock from piling up in
the factory and since the warehouse is handy to transporta-
tion facilities. If the new plant is erected on the pres-
ent site, finished stock storage will probably be handled
in the same manner as at present. Should a new site be
-selected, an area, apart from but adjacent to the produc-
tion area, will be set aside for the purpose.
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MIACHIE SHOP ATD TOOL ROOM
Mlachine Shoo.
At present the machine shop is located on the first
floor between the Stair and Sash Departments. The main
function of the machine shop is to make and repair the
dies for cutting and forming pieces in the heavy presses
and punches. Repairing of broken machines, tools, etc.,
and rigging up of new machines are also delegated to the
machinists and their helpers.
Regarding the location of the machine shop, there are
three primary requisites:
1. It must be located where there is plenty of light,
since the work is of rather an exacting natre, especial-
ly in the case of die-making and other skilled operations.
2. The machine shop must be as central as possible with
regard to the three departments, since each department
utilizes the services of the machinists to a greater or
less degree.
3. It must be located somewhere near the tool room
and supply room, so that the achinists can have their
needs supplied at once on the spot.
With these considerations in md, we have located
the machine shop on the mezzanine floor on the other side
of the elevator from the tool and supply room. The reason
for locating on the mezzanine is parely dependent on the
space requ1irements in the prodluction departments of the
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plant.- If the plant is to be built on the present site,
the floor space available for production in any depart-
ment is barely enough to satisfy the needs of that depart-
ment, so that if the machine shop were placed on the main
floor, it would be occupying valuable space which co-ld
be more efficiently used in one of the productive process-
es. For instance, in the Sash Department the process is
not exactly continuous, but the work goes through in jobs
in such a way that there is a constant piling up of work
between operations, which calls for every available square
inch of floor space not act'lally used by machines and mov-
ing work.
As far as lighting is concerned, the proposed location
is not as ideal as the present position at the other side
of the shop because the light from the alley is admittedly
not as good as the light from the wider street. However,
in the proposed location the machine shop will receive
good lighting from at least two sides, fair lighting from
the alley, and not mch light from the side facing the
elevator. We feel that there will be adequate lighting
in this location to justify it considering the other ad-
vantages of the position.
The only other disadvantage of the proposed location
is that it is not uite as central as might be desired.
It is very handy to the Sash Department and H.M.W. Dept.
but not quite so near the Stair Department. However, we
must also have it near an elevator and near the tool room
.!1l
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so that in satisfying these two conditions we have to
sacrifice somewhat a central location. Such a sacrifice
does not appear to be very serious since the difference
in walking distances to be covered by machinists, travel-
ling to and from repair jobs, etc., will not be increased,
materially, especially since the majority of their work
is in the Sash Department.
In constructing the machine shop, it is thought ad-
visable to have it enclosed in glass, so that it may be
kept warmer than the rest of the shop in the winter and
still enjoy all the light available. little more heat-
ing is necessary in the machine shop since the men are
not performing labor as strenuous as that done in the main
plant. To increase the lighting in the machine shop, it
is further advisable to build the roof over the mezzanine
with a monitor sash so as to allow light to enter from
above.
Tool Room.
The function of the tool room is to serve as a com-
bined tool room and store room. Besides handling tools
and miscellaneous supplies for the machine shop and the
production departments, the sall stock for the Stair De-
partment, such as newel caps and drops, rivets, etc., is
also stocked in the tool room. Handles, locks and other
hardware for the various types of sashlt made can also be
stored there.
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The tool requirements for the plant as a whole are
very small. The hand work necessary in any of the process-
es demands no special tools. Hammers, soldering outfits,
screw drivers, electric or hand drills and the like are
about the only tools required. A sfficient number of
such general tools are usually ept about the plant instead
of having the men requisition the tool room whenever a tool
is required. The men are not required to have individual
sets of tools, bat as a rule they manage to keep for their
own personal use such tools as they need in the performance
of the work in which they are engaged. If a man is using a
hammer in his particular work he sees to it that he has a
hammer and usually hangs onto it when he gets it.
Thus, pracdtcally the only use made of the tool room
as far as tools are concerned is for replenishments as
tools wear out, are broken or are lost. In a sense, then,
the tool room is a stock room for tools, supplies and other
accessories needed in production. As far as tools go, the
main users of the tool room are the machinists.
At present the tool room is located in perhaps the
worst possible place. It is up on the second floor where
it is not only difficult to reach with incoming supplies,
but is extremely unhandy to the workman requisitioning
tools or supplies, since it is off the main production
floor in an out of the way place.
Inasmuch as the tool room is utilized to practically
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the same extent by all departments, the ideal location
would be as central as possible and as near the machine
shop as possible. The proposed location embodies both these
features. By placing the tool room on the mezzanine floor
on the other side of the elevator from the machine shop, it
is not only central but admirably placed for handling in-
coming and outgoing supplies. Requisitions and deliveries
can be made by a dumb-waiter arrangement so that the work-
man will have no occasion to go up to the mezzanine and the
tool room clerk can exercise uninterrupted control over the
stock. The elevator can be used for large orders. Further-
more, the machinists will have easy access to the source of
tools and supplies.
.
..
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,IACH INE LAYOUT
In laying out the machines within the three depart-
ments, the primary ecision, which has already been dis-
cussed, was to have all departments on the same floor and
located in the same straight line with the Hollow Metal
Window Department in the center and the Sash and Stair De-
partments on either side. Drawings of the present layout
and the layouts suggested by the foremen were made. ith
these as guides and takirg into acco-unt the necessary de-
partinental reliations, the proposed layolt was constructed.
The prevailing idea as to approximate straight line flow
of work as closely as possible and to get away from back-
trackEing antd side-t.racki; of work. Requirements for
storage in process were also taken into account. The pro-
posed layolt will be discussed by departments.
Standard teel Sash De parttment.
The main problem in the layiIe out of the Sash Depart-
ment is to provide sufficient space and facilities for
storage-in:r-process between oerations, to take care of any
piling up of the different kinds of work that may occur in
the course of the reguLlar operation of the plant. Of
course, the flow of worm should be ontinuous, in the ame
direction, and in as straight a line as possible from raw
materials to finished prodict.
L
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This piling up of work-in-process can in no way be ob-
viated. It is necessary because of the nature of the '
business. Even though the process of sash manufacture has
been fairly well standardized and the number of sizes made
also standardized to a certain extent, we still have the
jobbing aspect of the business to deal with. All the work
is job work and the jobs are so varied as to qantity and
sizes of sashed ordered, that it would be highly wasteful
to put each job through the production rocess as a unit.
Lumping of orders must be the policy if production economies
are to be secured. Thus, frame a field bars are made up
to various stock sizes in advance and stored until needed
to fill the various orders. Ventilators, hardware, water
angles and lazing angles are also made up to stock sizes
and stored until called for. Finally, there is storage
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between operations, due to one operation being faster than
the following operation. Thus we find a large problem of
storage-in-process.
The existing layout (see next page) is almost as effi-
cient with respect to storage-in-process and flow of work
as could be desired. Both the foreman's plan and the pro-
posed layout involve only minor changes in the existing
layout. The changes involved in the proposed layout are
necessitated by the following difficulties in the existing
plan:
1. Poor location of tee bar storage in relation to un-
loading of the stock from trucks. Backing trucks up against
the curb is not allowed on the street on which the bars must
be unloaded at present. Unloading from trucks parked paral-
lel to crb involves turning the thirty foot bars through
an angle of ninety degrees and lowering them into the base-
ment.
2. Location of water angle and glazing angle stock in
basement storeroom at a great distance from machines.
3. Location of machines for cutting glazing angles and
making hardware at a point outside of the regular production
flow, instead of at the point where these parts go into pro-
cess. They are also remote from the Ohl machines from which
scrap tee bar for making hardware is obtained.
4. Storage of glazing angles and hardware in tool room
on second floor remote from point where used in process.
5. Poor location of machine for upsetting the ventila-
tors with respect to the flow of work.
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6. Storage of finished ventilators on first floor
away from fitting racks.
In making the proposed layout the following changes
were made to take care of these difficulties:
1. The entire layout, as it exists, was first shift-
ed around through an angle of ninety degrees so that the
tee-bar storage is located on Poplar Street, which runs at
riht angles to 6th Street. With this location, it is pos-
sible to back trucks -p to the curb and shoot the bars
right into storage. o lowering is necessary since the
factory floor is practically level with the street.
2. Water angle and glazing angle stock is piled ad-
jacent to the tee-bars and also near the machines in which
the stock is used.
3. The Swain punches for making glazing angles and
hardware are located next to the Kappes-Verdin and at the
point where these fittings are attached to the sash. They
are also near the source of supply of scrap tee-bar.
4. Glazing angle and hardware are stored in bins at
the point of production so that these fittings will be on
hand when it is desired to attach them to the sash.
5. The Bliss upsetting machine for upsetting the ven-
tilators is located between the caulking machine, from
which it receives ventilators ready to upset, and the tables
for fitting the water angles and hardware on the ventilators.
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6. Finished ventilators can be stored either on the
floor near the caulking machine or on the mezzanine floor
near the elevator. This latter possibility would not in-
volve very much extra handling and is advisable if storage
for any length of time is contemplated, since it prevents
cluttering p of the production area with stored ventila-
tors. The floor could be used for short time storage of
ventilators.
A section has been set aside for specialty work.
There are often special orders for sashes, which involve
unus al specifications. Mvost of the special work occurs
after the caulking operation, the process being the same
for all jobs up to that point. This specialty work is
therefore carried on at tables near the cauling and upset-
ting machines.
At present the sashes are painted by dipping them in-
to a horizontal paint trough. This means picking up the
sash so that it hangs parallel to the ground and then lower-
ing it inot the paint bath. There are also considerable
evaporation losses, due to the large surface of paint ex-
posed to the air. In the proposed plan, two vertical paint
troughs are installed which ake it possible to pick the
sashb up on end and dip them into the paint troughs. Evapo-
ration losses are reduced and floor area is conserved by
this method, in adition to increasing the ease of handling.
L.
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Sufficient area for storage between oera -ons has
been allowed. (See proposed layout, Appendix E
Stair Department.
The work of the Stair Department, instead of being a
more or less continuous flow process such as that in the
Sash Department, is an assembly process in which eight com-
ponents are manufactured and finally assembled to make the
finished product. The same machines are often used in the
manufacture of all the components and hence each machine
has a number of different tasks to oerform. Such a situa-
tion makes it very hard to do anything ,,ore than approximate
a straight line flow of work. All that can be done is to
eliminate conflictirg elements by having the work flow in
lines as nearly parallel as possible and in the same gener-
al direction from raw material to assembly, avciding cross-
trac.cinrg and back-trackirng of work.
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The difficulties in the existing layout (see next page)
may be listed as follows:
1. There is insufficient floor space allowed for assem-
bling the stairs. More head-room might also prove an ad-
vantage on some of the larger obs.
2. Moving the finished stairs from the assembly floor
to trucks for shipment is quite a problem at present.
Stairs must be moved by man power to the elevator and then
lifted to the alley level. Then they have to be loaded on-
to the trucks by hand. This wastes a great deal of time
and energy that might be saved.
3. The railing assembly bench is not near the general
stair assembly space, whence the railings go when assembled,
so that in making the railings a great deal of back-track-
ing of work results.
4. The Bliss machine on which the stair mouldings are
formed is located almost at the other end of the shop in
the Sash DeparLtment instead of in the Stair Department
where it belongs. This necessitates a lot of needless
transportation of stock and finished mouldings.
5. As a result of the present location of machines
with respect to one another and the flow of work from one
to the other, there is considerable movement of work of
various kinds from one side of the shop to the other.
These cross currents seriously interfere with the assembly
work and cause conflicts with the movement of work in the
C
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shop to a greater or less degree.
6. The forge is located rather far from the assembling
area, where the platform supports and other fixtures made
there are used.
In making the proposed layout of the Stair Department,
every effort was made to eliminate these difficulties. The
following changes from the existing layout are embodied in
the proposed plan:
1. The area provided for assembly and erection of the
stairs, prior to shipment, is approximately ninety feet by
fifty feet. This should be ample for assembly and erection
of the largest sizes of stairs made by the company. Thirty
foot headroom is being allowed.
2. A double-track, hand operated travelling crane is
being installed for the purpose of moving assembled stairs
in the trial erection, which follows assembly, and also for
loading the stairs onto trucks for shipment. The travelling
crane at present nstalled in the plant cannot move the
stairs out to the alley to be placed on trucks. It is pro-
posed to build the crane out for a short distance beyond
the building, so tat it overhangs the alley. The stairs
can then be lifted up to the level of the truicks, hauled
out into the alley, and lowered onto the tricks. This will
prod-ce a considerable saving of labor and time.
3. The rail assembly bench is located at one side of
L
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the assembly area between the two Long & Alstetter punches
from which the components of the railing come. The finished
railings then go directly to the assembly.
4. The Bliss Machine used for forming moldings has
been moved into the Stair Department and placed adjacent to
the large shear from which it receives its cut stock ready
for forming. The moulding thus made is stored on the mezza-
nine until needed at the stair assembly.
5. An examination of the proposed layout (see Appen-
dix E) will show practically no cross-shop movement of work.
This is made possible by having all the machines used in
making the various components of the stairs on one side of
the shop or at either end. Nothing but the forge, the
foreman's office ad a few workbenches are located on the
other side of the shop. The general lines of flow for all
components are parallel and take a sort of semi-circ-lar
path to end up in the center or assembling area.
6. The forge has been shifted until it is now adja-
cent to the assembly point.
The location of the foreman's office is partic-.ilarly
advantageous since he is afforded a clear view of all opera-
tions and particularly of assembly and erection of the
stairs.
Hollow Metal Window Department.
The most drastic changes in layout were made necessa-
ry in the Hollow Metal nndcow Department because in the
-
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present plant the department is located on two different
floors. Za.i. all the machines to one floor involves
practically a complete new layout with very few points in
common with the old lan. (See next page)
Assembly work also characterizes the process in this
department. Both sashas and frames are composed of sever-
al components which are first manufact-red and then assem-
bled.
The stock for each component is first cut on the
power shear. Then follows a series of varied operations
prior to forming on the Henrerson Brake. Practically every
component goes through this general procedure. Thus we see
that in laying out the departament we must plan to place a
group of various machines between the shear and the Hender-
son Brake to take care of the intermediate operations. The
proper location of these intermediate machines with respect
to each other and to the general flow of work is the most
important problem in the layout of the Hollow etal Window
Department. ork muast be ept moving in the same general
direction and back-tracking avoided. The situation is un-
avoidably complex because of the large number of components
involved, so that the routing must be simplified as much as
possible.
In the present layout, the intermediate machines (men-
tioned above) are mostly located on the third floor, so
that a piece is cut on the shear in the basement, goes to
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the third floor for intermediaie operations, and then back
to the basement for forming. Finally, it ret-urns to the
third floor for finishing and assembly.
All this up and down movement of work is a reat waste
of ti e, labor and power - a most expensive necessity. In
view of the existing layout, this aste may be classed as
unavoidable and hence a necessary evil. Aside from its
direct astefulness it hampers production, decidedly,
greatly decreasing the productive efficiency of the depart-
ment .
A cornarison of the existing and proposed layou-ts
would be of little value other than to show whether or not
the present defects have been remedied. S-,ffice it to say
that all ve; tical motion has been eliminated and the inter-
mediate machines have bn carefully located with respect
to one another betw -en the shear and the brake.
These intermediate machines have been arranged in two
parallel lines facing each other. The power machines are
lined ;p on one side of the central working area between
the two lines and the hasd mrachibles on the other. This
makes it possible to rive the entire group of machines by
one motor through a single long section of line-shafting.
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Back-trac.ing has been almost entirely avoided and
the least possible cross traffic in the working area has
been allowed to enter into the flow of work. In making
the flow diagrams on the drawings of both existing and pro-
posed layouts, it waus foand impossible to follow every com-
ponent trouigh froin start to finish without overcrowding
the drawving and rendering it ineffective. Two representa-
tive components, one sash component and one frame component
are traced on the drawings from start to finish to give an
idea of the general flow of worik. (See Appendix E)
The frames are to be assembled on the Sixth Street
side, so that the assernbly tables will be well illuminated
by windows from the street. The sashi are to be assembled
on the side of the departmental area facing the sash depart-
ment. Stocked components can be stored inider the assembly
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tables in properly constructed racks.
The frames and sashNe$ are fitted and painted near the
sash assembly place. Sufficient space has been allowed be-
tween the Hollow isIetal Window Department and the Sash De-
partmnent to take care of a moderate accunmlation of fin-
ished stock awaiting shipment. Such an accumulation will
never be very great since most of the jobs are shipped im-
mediately on completion. If there is any great delay, the
finished stock can be placed in the warehouse along with
the finished sashX,:.
The proposed layout offers a much better opportunity
for the foreman to control the operation of his department
than exists at present, since the entire process is under
his surveillance at once. It also makes for closer rela-
tions between the Hollow etal VWindow and Sash Departments,
since sashlies for combination windows can be shipped from
the Sash Departmenrt directly to the fittirng- area of the
Hollow-iMetal Window Dea-trtment, to be fitted in the frames
made in the latter department.
It will be noted that the machines have been so ar-
ranged that the large Ohl machine, which is sed by both
the Stair Department and the Hollow M'etal Window Department,
is accessible to both these dep,.rtments at the proper point
in the productive process.
Specialty Department.
Besides the three main prod~uction departments and the
machine shop, the company maintains also a small Specialty
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Department. This department does such work as making fire-
doors, ventilators, rating and general repair work in the
roofing and carpentry line.
In the existing layout this department is located on
the second floor. The equlipment involved consists of work
tables and several general purpose machines such as drill
presses and band saws.
In the proposed layout the department is located on
the Sixth Street side of the plant between the Sash Depart-
•ment and the Hollow MIetal indow Department. ere it does
not interfere with the work of either department and has
ample room and light for its own needs.
The main material used by this department is tin
plated sheet iron. The materials used here do not take up
much space as most of it is bought when the tire warrants.
The fire door business is small and the crates used are on-
ly for special work, which does not necessitate a large
stock to be carried. On the whole the department is tr ly
a specialty department and does not require any particular
location except that it be central to take care of special
work of all the existing departments.
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THE GENERAL OFFICES.
Present Location of Offices.
At present the general offices occupy a portion of
three floors of the building facing Sixth Street. The
executives have their desks in the third floor portion of
the office, adjacent to the drafting and planning room.
The purchasing manager, bookkeeper and several stenograph-
ers occupy the second floor office. The first floor office
serves mainly as a waiting room with the telephone operator
and stenographers in charge.
The very division of the office force in this way makes
for lost motion, lack of co-operation and poor supervision.
In addition, working conditions in the office are not of
the best. The building is old and shaky, so that it is
very hard for the draftsmen to work at times.
Proposed Plan for the Offices.
It is proposed to locate the offices on the mezzanine
floor on the Sixth Street side of the new building (see Ap-
pendix E, Pagel4$. Separate offices with glass partitions
are to be provided for the executives. The entire office
force will be located in one room, separated from the execu-
tive offices by a waiting room and conference room. The
occiuoies
planning and drafting room a part of the mezzanine adjacent
to the general office and will be separated from it by a
glass partition.
i
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'We feel that better co-ordination of work and spervi-
sion will result from sch an arrangement. Furthermore, by
using the mezzanine idea the floor area under the offices
may be utilized for prod-uction work.
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In this type of business, where the demands on any
one machine are intermittent rather than continuous and
the total power being used by the plant at any one moment
is ikely to fluctuate, onsiderably, there is no need for
an elaborate investment in a steam power plant. Such a
plant could hardly be rn, economically, under such vary-
ing conditions of load. The tendency, therefore, in this
business is to se electric motors to drive the machires.
This means individual drive on the larger mactines and
group drive on the smaller ones.
The present plant employs twenty-three motors. In
addition to the individually driven machines, there are
five groups of more than one machine. (Set, Ap endix C. 
rather awkward and cumbersome system of belting is sed to
integrate these groupings and connect the various floors
of the plant.
The prop)sed plan presents a simpler poser problem.
The belting problem is practically eliminated, although the
niumber of motors required is substantially the same. In
the Sash Department, where the m-achines are all large and
heavy and the work is fairly standardized and continuous,
it has been decided to have individal drives througEhout.
This involves no change from the present system, Whicril has
proved q%-4 ite satif actory.
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In the Hollow Metal Window Department the machines
intermediate between the shear and the brake will all be
connected to the same line-shaftirg and driven by one mo-
tor. Any one machine in this grouip is seldom used for a
long period, so that the one motor oan easily carry the
load of the entire group at any one time. The shears,
brake and all the machines in the Stair Department will be
individually driven. As at present, roup drives will be
-lsed in the machine shop and specialty department.
The big saving resulting from the ew layout will be
the el i ilination of power losses, due to the inefficiency
of the present belting system.
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ADVISABILITY OF CHBNGE IN LOCATION
The proposed layout has been made with the assumption
that the new plant will be erected on the site of the pres-
ent buildings and available land adjoining. Nevertheless,
we feel that this thesis would be incomplete without some
consideration of the advisability of a change in location.
There are certain inherent disadvantages in the present lo-
cation and also certain advantages, not to be ignored, of
moving to a new location, which demand the most careful
consideration when a decision regarding location is in-
volved.
or. David Houston, President of the firm of David,
Houston, Bond and Company of Newark, . J., and a special-
ist in industrial real estate, has very kindly reviewed
the entire situation and given us the benefit of his ad-
vice and experience in the matter. (See Appendix D, page 144
for Mr. Houston's letters).
In the light of Mr. Houston's advice and our own
Knowledge or the situation we reel tat even tnougn one
management of the company has requested that we design the
!, new layout to fit the present site, it would be highly de-
! sirable to move to another location which provided less ex-
, pensive land and more room for expansion, horizontally.
2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-Let s review the disadvantages of the present site
and the advantages of a new location:
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Disadvantages of the Present ocation.
1. Land too Val-uable for Manufacturing in a One-story Structure.
Local trends in the value of real estate show that the
value of the land owned by the company has been and is in-
creasing. The section in which the present plant is located
is becoming more and more a warehousing district. These
warekousemen can put up multi-story buildings, for such
buildings are well suited for storage purposes. They can
therefore afford to pay more for the land than a person re-
quiring considerable ground floor area, since the ground
floor area needed is only a small portion of the total
floor area of the warehouse. The warehouseman also picks
a location where transportation facilities are good. Both
these factors make land values in a warehousing district
very high and explain the reason for the rise in the value
of the land owned by the compsny.
Such land is absolutely too valuable for manuf-.ct-uring
in a one-story building. asot only wolld the taxes on the
land be too large in proportion to the size of the business,
but the fixed investment in land and buildings would also
be abnormal for a bsiness of this size. s Mr. Houston
suggests in his letter, sufficient money could probably be
realized from the sale of the land now owned by the compAny
to p-rchase twice as nurch lend in another suitable locality
and to practically finance the construction of the ew plant.
This statement should throw the proper light on the situation.
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The bsiness is not suited for a m-lti-story stru¢-
ture, so it must locate where land is cheap and sufficient
can be purchased to fill the needs of the company.
2. Restrictions on Expansion in Present Location.
If the new plant is to be built on the present site,
the land available at the date of writing (see Page 12) is
a plot 320 feet long by 127i feet wide. This allows no
room for expansion since the present plant will occupy the
entire area.
However, the company owns a few scattered lots on the
other side of the alley, some of which it is now utilizing
for storage purposes. There is a possibility of being able
to purchase the entire remaining land on the other side of
the alley so as to give the company ownership of the entire
block across the alley. This adition would practcally
double the available area on which to eect the plant. As
far as space is concerned, therefore, if such a purchase
of land were ade, there would e plenty of room for expan-
Sion.
The diffic--Lty comes i the presence of the alley
which bisects the property. This alley would prevent equal
expansion of all departments into the added available area.
that would probably result would be the location of two de-
partments on one side of the alley andi one on the other.
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With such an arrangement the liason etween departrrents
would. be reatly damaged, to the extent of either slowing
up production or raising production cost. Yarthermore, it
would. be impossible when locating the departments to fore-
cast which one will grow fastest and to locate them, ac-
cordingly. The alley thus becomes a nuisance.
3. High Cost of Building on the Present Location.
The cost of putting up a new plant on the present site
would be exceedingly more than the cost on most other su it-
able location for the following reasons:
a. The sloping character of the land would necessitate
considerable excavation - an expensive -undertaking.
b. The existence of present buildings on the land wculd
involve the expense of wrecking these buildings.
c. The presence of the alley would necessitate the con-
struction of two separate buildings where one might suffice
were there no alley on the property.
Advantages of a Newt Location.
1. Makes Possible a Consider'ble Saving.
As already stated, it is felt by r. Houston that con-
sidering the present value of the land owned by the company
and the probable value of suitable land available, sffi-
cient money ould be realized from the sale of the present
property of the company to purchase twice as much land in
another sitable locality and to practically finance the
construction of the new lant.
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2. A Location can be Selected which Suits the Needs of the
Bu'sine ss.
In selecting the new location a place can be found
which fits the needs of the business, instead of fitting
the business to the available land as would be done if the
company ere to build on the present site. mple provision
can be made for expansion and land can be purchased which
does not have undesirable features, sch as alleys and nec-
essary excavations. Proper railroad facilities can be se-
cured and the relation to the labor supply can be considered.
The mezzanine feature andi all vertical transportation can
be eliminated. In fact the new location, if properly select-
ed, should have all the advantages of the present with none
of its disadvantages.
3. Cost of oving into New Building Would Not be Greater.
The new building co ld be completed ready for occupa-
tion without disturbing production then departments could
be moved in one at a time during a dull period of the year
when stock had been built up to carry the company through
the transition period. The cost of transporting machinery
would srely not be greater than the losses incidental to
continuing production during construction on the present
site.
Changes in Proposed Layout Resulting from the Selection of
a New Location.
If the new plant were to be erected on a new location,
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the roposed ayoaLt vi-would serve udmcirably with a few minor
alterations. These clterations iwo-ld comoDrise:
i. Increasing the di ensions of the departmental areas
to allow for expansion, but keeping the arrargement of ma-
chines, etc. within the department just as planned in the
prooosed layout.
2. Abolishing the front mezzanine floor comprising
the general offices and placing these offices on the ground.
floor ii: the center-front of the building.
3. Removirng the achine shop from the mezzanine as pro-
posed and placirng it on the ground floor in some central
position in the plant.
4. Removing the stores and tool room from the mezzanine
and placing them on the ground floor. This ould also in-
volve developing a new system of stores control. Raw ma-
terials would have to be kept as near the point where they
go into process as possible.
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SAVIi;S TO B E PCTED FP O-j. J. T=E l DY LAYOUT
Miethod of stimating Savings.
In gen!ra, te lan o estimate the annual sav-
ing in production cost, not icludinE overhead, for each
of the production departments. The savings in production
2ost, plus the annual saving inr overhead for the plant as
a wlhole, c:nstitutes the total savin- possible as a resualt
of the new layout plan and the new building.
To estimate the saving in production cost in each de-
partment, a payroll analysis for the month of February,
1927, was secured. This statement incl-uded the payroll
figures for the month in each department classified accord-
ing to operations. From a study of the present and proposed
layouts the percentage of labor cost, which can be saved,
was estimated and the actual money saved per month on each
oDeration was calculated. The total of these savirgs gave
the total saving for the month of Februlary in each depart-
ment. From a st-{dy of the number of men employed each month
during the year (see Page92), it was possible to determine
what percentage of the total year's work was lsually done
in the month of Februaary, so that by sing this fi-ure and
the total saving for February we deterrIned the total saving
for the entire year in each department at the present rate
of output.
8 t.
In order to calculate the anntual saving in production
cost for each departmentr at the estimated Production capaci-
ty of the new plant, the savirng per ton of goods produced
was first determined by dividing the annual saving at the
present rate of production by the annual production in
tons. iMultiplying this saving per ton by the estimated
capacity of the new plant in tons per year, a figure re-
presenting the total annual saving in each department at
the estimated capacity of the new plant was obtained.
In considering the saving in overhead and other gen-
eral savings resulting from the new plant and layout, the
following factors were taken into account:
1. Better lighting in the plant.
2. General improvement of working conditions.
3. Increased ease in handling raw and finished materi-
als.
4. Greater efficiency of office force dle to better
office layout and lighting.
5. Close inventory control afforded by mezzanine plan.
6. Power saving due to elimination of belting.
7. Reduction in building maintainance cost.
8. Better sipervision of production under new plan.
These general savings are of such an intangible nature
that it would be exceedingly diffic-ilt to make an accurate
estimate as to their magnitude. We feel, therefore, that
if the saving in production cost alone, regardless of these
general savings, is s fficient to justify the investment of
the capital necessary to finance the new plant and layout,
the wisest lan wvould be to regard these general and intan-
.
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gible savings as a sort of reserve in case the acttiali sav-
ings itr podsLtion cost when the proposed plan is plt into
operation do ot amount to the savings estimated in this
report. At any rate, it is safe to assume that there will
be a substantial margin of savings, over and above the sav-
ings in actual production cost, which will accrue as a re-
sult of the g-eneral irprovements listed above.
Detailed calculation of estimated savings by depart-
ments follow. (See next and following pages).
Tab-;lation of Savings in roductive Labor in the
Manufacturing Departments.
A. Standard Steel Sash Deartment.
OpDeration
Cutting
Assembling
Ca'ulking
Truck ing
Saving
4%
s5%
18%
50
B. Stair Deoartment.
Operation % Saving
Railings
Stringers
Platforms
Assembling
20%
lo2%
10%
12%o
Reason for Saving
More efficient cutting and storing
of hardware - red-aced distances be-
tween operations.
Better storage space on tables and
nearness to forming rack.
Elimination of all trucking through
use of removable rails.
,To trucking from storeroom. Less
trucking of ventilators to storage.
Paint bin closer to warehouse.
Reason for Saving
Reduction of distances between oper-
ations. Elimination of backtracking.
Closeness to storeroom of material.
Muore direct flow of work.
Reduction of distances between oper-
ations. Nearness of forge to assem-
bling area. (Forge makes platform
stiffeners).
Enlargement of assembling area gives
more room to work and increases capa-
city. Easier to remove stairs from
the department area.
C. Hollow Metal Window Department.
Operation
Cutting
Forming
Assembrrling
% Savi ng
20%
30%
25%
Soldering
Trucking
Reason for Saving
Easier handling of raw material.
Elimination of two elevator trips.
.More direct flow of work. Elimina-
tion of two elevator trips.
Assembly tables near last machine
in process. Separate Assembly ta-
bles for sash and framres. Elimina-
tion of ne elvator trip.
Included as part of assembling.
Elimination of practically all
trucking after assembly and fitting.
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Estimated Annual Savings in Productive Labor in
the Sash Dtepartent Resultirg from
the Proposed Layout
A. Savings on Basis of February 1927 Payroll.
Operation Present Percent. Actulal
Labor Cost Saving Saving
1. Cutting $346.76 4% $13.85
2. Forming 54.64
3. Splicing 21.21
4. Assembling 110.85 5% 5.54
5. Caulking 78.53 12% 14.12
6. Upsetting 13.59
7. Angling 21.90
8. Fitting 160.63
9. Trucking 29.04 50% 14.52
10. Repairing 135.82
11. Attaching H'dware 82.00
12. Stacking Bars 26.06
13. Cleaning Machines 6.64
Total $1087.67 $48.03
B. Yearly Saving at Present Produ-ction Rate.
Percentage of production turned out in February (See
Employment Schedule, Page ) is:
12 - 7.27%
Yearly saving - 4 $660.00
C. Yearly Saving at Estimated Capacity.
Payroll for year at present production rate $14910.00
Savings " " " " n $660.00
Tonnage " " " tt "n 703 tons
Cost per ton $21.30
Saving per ton $ 0.94
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The slowest machine in the Sash Department is the
cutting machine and the fastest is the caulking machine
(see Page 86).
Figuring on the basis of the slowest machine, one ton
of material can be cut in 140 min. or 2.33 hours. In one
day (8 hrs.) 3.44 tons of material can be cut, which a-
mounts to 1030 tons per year of 300 working days.
Figuring on the basis of the fastest machine, one ton
of material can be ca-ulked in 30 minutes or i hour. In
one day 16 tons of material can be caulked, which amounts
to 4800 tons per year of 300 working days.
With the three cutting machines now available, the
plant could produce 3090 tons per year. This would pro-
duce a saving of 3090 x $.94 or $2900. per year at esti-
mated capacity.
By adding one more cutting machine and utilizing an-
other small cutter which they own, the company could pro-
duce 4500 tons per year on which a saving of $4230. could
be realized.
The yearly saving at estimated capacity - $2900.
The yearly saving with additional cutter - $4230.
DETERMINATION OF COPARATIVE SPEEDS OF OPERATION
IN MANUFACTURE OF STANDARD STEEL SASH.
Seial p ce per unit time needed for:
rroup Feri littingNo. Cutting Bending Assembly Caulking Fitting
SPEC IAL
DATA
B 32160 6.84 12.85 12.70 31.62 6.55 2.71
B 33161 6.80 8.65 5.51 23.10 10.02 2.98
1.
B 34161 6.34 8.96 6.03 30.64 14.10 4.22
B 35161 6.08 12.25 4.42 33.90 16.95 4.16
B 42180 8.50 4.38 17.35 43.40 8.68 2.11
B 44181 6.85 17.86 5.74 42.10 12.03 4.44
2.
B 45181 6.60 14.00 5.00 26.20 13.10 6.00
B 54161 6.20 9.10 4.55 22.20 20.00 5.67
C 32160 7.72 8.19 13.88 41.70 6.95 2.60
0 33161 8.22 9.50 24.70- 12.30 3.00
3.
C 34161 6.86 6.12 30.60 20.40 5.57
0 35161 7.05 7.44 25.40 20.35 6.63
C 42180 8.95 5.50 22.00 8.25 2.98
0 43181 8.80 7.77 20.40 14.85 3.98
4.
C 44181 7.85 5.28 26.00 22.40 5.96
C 54161 6.95 5.17 30.20 27.20 8.40
Total 126.61 96.24 121.96 474.16 234.13 71.41
rAea i 7.90 10.69 7.63 29.60 1460 40 46
Cutt./Bfd. Be.fa/Ae Aa./cait Cu/F.W. F.W./Fit.
/&t.i.....~ .74 1.40 .26 2.05 3.27
,rox. Rates -3/4 1* 1/4 2Awroxe Ra 3411~~~
* Figures based on previous table and hence on 100 units of each
size listed.
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88.
E;stiat zed kinual Saviuns in roductive Labor in the
Stair De-artment es-altina, from
the Proposed Layout
,. Savings on Basis of Febrlary 1927 Payroll.
Becaulse of the fact that it was impossible to segre-
gate the payroll n this department accordng to opera-
tions, a slightly different method of calculation was nec-
essary to determine the savings. Operations wert weight-
ed as to hat percentage of the total prodldction cost they
represented. The total ayroll for tie month was then
mnltipied by this percentage and again multiplied by the
perentage avir on the o eration to give the act-ial sav-
ing for the month on that operation. The res',ults of these
calc-llations are as follows:
Operation
On
Percent. of
Total ayroll
Percent.
Saving
1. Layout 2. 4
2. Newels 7.20.
3. Raili n s 22.3% 20 4330
4 . Strin:gers 14 .2 2 2.76
5. Trds. & Risers 7.5%
6. Platforms 9.2 l10, 8.92
7. Asseiab ling 37.2 12 43.30
Total - 98 .28
*Note - Total payroll for Feb. is $970.82
B. Yearly Saving at Present Prod-lction Rate.
Percentage of prodcletion trned olt in February (see
Employment Schear-le, Page92) is:
5 * 93 5.38%
Yearly saving - 98.28 , .0538 = $1830.00
C. Yearly Saving at Estimated Capacity.
Payroll for year ift present prodluction rate $18000.
Savings " 1T r 1830.
Tronnae t t 258 to
*Actual
Saving
00
00
ns
i i
- 4us.
89.
Cost per ton -69.80
Saving per ton $7.10
It is estimated that since the increased assembly
space in the new layout will practically double the capa-
city of the department and since it is not operating at
fill capacity at the present time, that the capacity of
the new plant ill be approximnately foir times the pres-
ent produ tion.
Yearly saving with estimated capacity of 1030 tons per
year wo- llc amo'zt to - $7320.00
kI
t
I
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Estimated Annual Savings in Productive Labor in the
Hollow etal Window Department Reslting
from the Proposed Layout
A. Savings on Basis of February 1927 Payroll.
Operation Pre sent
Labor Cost
Percent.
Saving
Layout
Cutting
Forming
Assemblilng
Die Setting
Soldering
Attaching E'dware
RepairingFitting
Trucking
Painting
$ 39.39
108.03
177.46
127.43
18.84
172.35
9.69
7.98
188.63
17.11
1.46
Total - $868.37 $162.60
B. Yearly Saving at Present Production Rate.
Percentage of production turned out in February (See
Employment Schedule, Page 92) is:
7 * 92 7.62%
Yearly saving - $162.60 .076 $2140.00
C. Yearly Saving at Estimated Capacity.
Payroll for year at precent production rate - $12450.00
Savings ".
Tonnage "
Cost Der ton
It TI
it It
It n. - $2140.00
It n t - 110 tons
11 11.00
Saving per ton -$9 . 50
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
Actual
Saving
20%/
30%
25%
$21.60
53.22
31.85
43.09
12.84
L
91 .
It i estimated that due to improvement in layout and
the fact that the department is not rning at full capa-
city at present, that the output could. be increased four
times.
Yearly saving with estimated capacity of 440 tons for yr.
would amosunt to - $8560.00
CV2..
EMLOYINT SCHEDULE
Of
MESKER BROS. IRON CO.
Month
August 1925
September
October
November
December
January 1926
February
March
April
May
June
July
Total
AveraRe
Sash
t T_:.1::
18
18
15
16
19
12
12
13
12
9
12
9
165
14
Stair
8
8
"12
7
9
5
5
5
5
8
10
11
93
8
Department
H.M.W.
9
10
6
6
6
6
7
7
9
10
9
7
92
8
Mach.
5
5
5
5
6
4
4
4
5
5
4
5
57
5
ahe office force consists of: 2 Executives
7 Men
5 Girls-
1 Office Bow
15
Ship.
9
6
8
8
3
4
5
5
4
5
5z
70
6
* The heading "General't includes Cleaners, J.atchmen,
n 4- amf -,4 o 'nA t6 n .n
Gen*
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
48
4
Total
53
51
50
46
52
34
36
38
40
40
44
41
525
45
15
60
~~~Y~U~S, CWU Z.LUU1WW4·
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Suinmary of Estimated- Savings Resulting from roposed. Layout.
The total estmated annual saving to be expected with
the new layout in effect and the new plant operatir at
full estimated capacity may be summarized as follows:
Saving in Sash De-artment - $2900.00
Saving in Stair Department - 7320.00
Saving in H.ee.W. Department - 8560.00
Total Saving - $18780.00 per year
Tn adition to this saving there will e the aunesti-
mated saving accruing from such general improvements as:
1. Better lighting in the plant.
2. General improvement of corking conditions.
3. Increased ease in handling raw and finished materi-
al.
4. Greater efficiency of office force due to better
office layout and lighting.
5. Close inventory control afforded by mezzanine plan.
6. Power saving due to elimination of belting.
7. Reduction in b ilding maintainance cost.
8. Better spervision of prodclotion under new lan.
These evral svings will probably amount to a con-
siderable sum buat we feel that it is best not to include
them in the estimated savings but rather to consider them
as a reserve to fall back on should. the estimated tangible
savings be over-estimated.
94.
T PROPUSED BUILDIEG
I
95.
THE PROPOSED BUILDING
General Description.
Although it is beyond the scope of this thesis to go
to any great detail into the architectural and structural
design and specifications for the proposed building, uwhich
is to house the new layout, we feel it necessary to speci-
fy in a general way at this point as to the type and struc-
ture of the building.
We feel that the most suitable building for this kind
of a plant is a one-story, steel-frame building of monitor
or clerestory structure with side walls of steel ventilator
sash. (See accompany figure)
l
I I
I
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The side walls in the part of the building which
houses the Sash and Hollow Metal Window Departments are to
be twenty feet in height. The monitor will run the long
way of the plant and will be four feet higher than the side
I
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walls. The side bays, which contain the mezzanine floors,
will be thirty feet wide; while the center bay, directly
under the monitor, will be sixty-seven feet wide. (See Ap-
pendi. E, Page 14. The roof will be of the flat, insulated
type.
In the part of the building hich houses the Stair De-
partment, the height of the side walls is to be thirty feet
in order to give sufficient headroom for assembling and
erecting the stairs. This part of the building measures
approximately 80' x 127' (see Appendix E, Page 14B. The
monitor here will run across the shop and will be forty
feet wide with side bays twenty feet in width. Easy accomo-
dation for the travelling crane is thus provided.
Advantages of the Proposed Type of Building.
The type of building described above has the follow-
ing distinct advantages:
1. Has low first cost.
2. May be rapidly erected.
3. IMIaintainance is low if building is protected a-
gainst corrosion.
4. Practically no fire hazard, hence low insurance
rates.
5. Proper construction allows wide column spacings.
6. Can easily be added to or extended.
7. Abundant lighting possible.
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3. Sash made by the company may be used throaghoult in
the construction of the building. This will intro-
duce a considerable savirng in first cost.
9. Monitor constrlction sited to lse of travelling
cranes.
The oly important disadvantage is that the heat loss-
es from a building of this type are consiaerable.
Cost of Proposed Building.
Considering te estimated figare of $2.50 per square
footof floor area submitted by ilr. Houston (see Appendi D,
Page 144 the cost of the proposed building incl-lding heat-
ing, plumbing, etc. will amount to about $102,000. for a
floor area 320' x 127.5' or 40,800 sq. ft.
COST OF EFFECTING LAYOUT
Ir
e
99.
EST iLTED COST OF EFFECTING iNE\r LAYOUT
Cost if Building is rected on Present Site .
Cost of bilding, including heating and
plubing, etc. at $2.50 per sq. ft. .
Additional excavating of 5950 cu. ft.
(approx.) at $1.00 per cu. ft. . . .
Cost of oving machinery and equipment
Cost of additional land at $3.00 per sq. ft
Loss d-o to hold-up in production . . .
Total Estimated Cost
Cost if Building is Erected on a ew Site.
Cost of 80,000 sq. ft. of land at .50 per
sq. t . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .
Cost of bilding including heating and
plumbing, eto..at 2.50 per q. ft. . .
Cost of moving machinery and eq'lipment .
Loss de to hold-up in rodction .... .
Total Estimated Cost. . .
Less value of resent lani
Total Caital Reqgmired
. $102,000.
· . 5,950.* . 10,000.
. 45,900.
. 10,000.
$178,850.
. . .40, 000.
· . 102,000.* .25,000.
·. l 5,000.
.4172,000.
a- 76,500.
$95,500.
-
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CONCLUSIONS I'ND ECOivETDAiTIONS
I
101.
Ci ONCLUSI CETS AND RECMENDATI ONS
Conclusions.
We feel that the proposed layout of the metal work-
ing plant under consideration (see Appendix E), as des-
cribed and discussed in this thesis, will eliminate the d
disadvantages of the present layout and will have suffi-
cient additional advantages so that a decided inrease in the
productive efficiency of the plant will result.
It i estimated that at the present rate of production
the new layout would save the company approximately 4,600
annually. However, if the plant were operated at full est-
imated capacity under the new layout an annual saving of
approximately 19,000 could be realised. This would us-
tify the investment of at least 190,000 of capital in e
effecting the proposed layout, figuring interest at 10%
or a little higher than usual.
In order to operate at full estimated capacity, the
production in the Sash Department would have to be increas-
ed about one-third, while the production in the; Hollow
IMetal Window Department and in the tair Department would
have to be increased to four times the present output. For
this reason it would be unwise to undertake the changes
contemplated in this thesis until a market analysis has
been made to see if there is sufficient demand to justify
such increased production. If such analysis is favorable and
V I . ,
the business can be built up to the increased capacity it
would be advisable to put the new layout into effect
as soon as there is danger of exceeding the capacity of the
present plant. Sufficient provision for the expansion of
the business under the proposed layout has been made.
?inally, we feel that it would be highly advisable to
build the new plant in another suitable locality as sug-
aested in or . nuston' lttAr (sa nnae 44 l .-
Recommendati ons.
We recommend that the proposed layout be put into
effect as soon as there is danger of exceeding the cap-
acity of the present plant, providing a market analysis
has been made and the estimated demand is sufficient to
Justify the productive capacity estimated in this thesis.
We further recommend that the proposed new building
be constructed in some other suitable locality as suggest-
ed above and for reasons stated in this report. (see page 73)
Cost of Effectine Recommendations.
It is estimated that the cost of effecting the above
recommendations on the present site owned by the company
would amount to $178,290. (see page 99).
It is further estimated that the cost of effecting the
above recommendations on a new location, where land is
cheaper, would amount to 95,500.
.,
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APPENDIX A
Contents:
Catalog of the Mdesker Bros. Iron Works
Classification of Products
Explanation of Classification
List of Operations in the Hollow Metal
Window Department t StorDielt
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Above group is limited number of the many recently erected buildings equipped with the
Mesker Standard Solid Section Steel CENTER PIVOTED WINDOWS.
1. Champion Shoe Machy. Co., St. Louis, Mo.
2. Cosden Refinery Bldg., Tulsa, Okla.
3. Missouri Pacific Elevator, St. Louis, Mo.
4. Union Station Midway, St. Louis, Mo..
5. Standard Oil Co. Power Plant, Woodriver. 116. Hedges-Atkins Supply Co., Denver, Colo.
7. A. Hardesty Mfg. Co., Denver, Colo.
8. Talge Mahogany Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
9. Charles Dempsey Garage, Chicago. Ill.10. Barnes Business College, Denver. Colo.
1 1. Greer & Laing Warehouse, Wheeling. W. Va.
12. incinerating Plant.. St. Louis, Mo.
2.
13. Eu-Clede Garage, St. Louis, Mo.
14. Johnson Anderson Co., Chicago, Ill.
15. Tulsa Stove & Fdry. Co., Sand Springs, Okla.
16. Oklahoma City Filtration Plant, Tulsa, Okla.
17. Geo. J. Fritz Fdy. & Mach. Co., :St. Louis, Mo.
18. Coliseumn Bldg., Chicago. Ill.
1.
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Group of a limited number of the many buildings recently erected having windows of the
Mesker EXTENDING SIDE ARM VENTILATOR Type.
I Terminal Railroad Association Offices, Interior, 12th and Poplar, 4. St. Edwards' Parochial School, St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, Mo 5. S. Edwards' Parochial School, Architect's sketch2. Terminal Railroad Association Oftices. Exterior, 12th and Poplar,
St. Louis Mo. 6. Blessed Sacrament Parochial School, St. Louis, Mo.
*z. Prather Apartmcnts. Matricw-fd,. St. lois M. 3 7 Typical Bungaiow. equipped with Meskcr Extending Verntilator Sash.
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Installations of the Mesker Standard Solid Section STEEL CASEMENT WINDOWS.
1. John T. Walbridge Club House, Chicago, Ill.
2. Typical Bungalow, equipped with Mesker Steel Casement Windows.
3. John T. Walbridge Club House, another view.
4. Typical Steel Casement Window installed in Residence.
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Above are photographs of a few of the many installations of the Mesker COMBINATION SHEET STEEL AND
SOLID SECTION STEEL WINDOWS.
1. Bungalow equipped with Mesker Combination Windows, Counterbalanced 4. Park View School, Pueblo, Colo., Combination Windows, Double Hung
type. type.
2. School Building, Pueblo, Colo., Combination Windows, Double Hung type 5. Another School Building, Pueblo, Colo., Combination Windows, Double
3. Typical installation of Mesker Combination Steel Window in Residence. Hung type.
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SOLID STEEL SASH, HOLLOW METAL WINDOWS,
STEEL AND CONCRETE STAIRS
INDEX OF PRODUCTS
Branch Offices ..................................
Basement Windows ..............................
Casement Windows ..............................
Cam Lock and Chain...........................
Center Pivoted Sash, Price List ...................
Combination Windows ...........................
Dimensions of Sash Units ........................
Details of Standard Installations ..................
Extending Ventilator Sash ........................
Fire Doors ......................................
Fire Escapes ....................................
Full Size Section Sash Bar ........................
Glass Sizes ......................................
Glazing Clips ................................ 8-1
Hardware and Attachments ................. .....
Hollow Metal Windows ..........................
Horizontal Mullion..............................
Installation Instructions ..........................
Joints Mortised and Tenoned .....................
Mechanical Operators ............................
Monitor Steel Sash ..............................
Pages
.... 6
.... 14
.... 15
..7-19
.... 10
.... 20
... 9-10
.... 11
.... 12
.... 23
.... 23
.... 19
.... 8-9
5-16-17
.... 19
.... 21
.... 8
.... 13
. 7
... 8-16
. .16-17
Photographs, Pivoted Windows.........
Photographs. Extending Windows.......
Photographs, Casement Windows........
Photograph, Combination Windows......
Pivots, Mesker Patent .................
Price List-Basement Windows.........
Price List-Casement Windows.........
Price List-Center Pivoted Sash........
Price List Combination Windows........
Rounded Corner Sash ..................
School Window, Typical ................
Specifications and Instal ations..........
Stacking Sash, Proper Method..........
Standard Sizes and Prices Pivoted Sash..
Steel and Glass Office Partitions.........
Steel and Concrete Stairs ...............
Terms of Sales ........................
Pages
2
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
. . . . .. . . . . . . . . 14
.............. 15
.. .. .... .. .... 10
.. .. .... .. .. .. 20
....... 7-12-14-19
.............. 13
.. .. .. .. .... .. 13
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
.. .. .. .. ...... 10
. . .. .. .. .. . . .. 18
............ 22-23
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Underwriters' Labeled Windows, Pivoted, Combination
and Hollow Metal ................... ..... 9-10-20-21
Weatherstripping Casement Windows. .................. 15
FOR THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF BUILDINGS:-
BUSINESS BUILDINGS-
Banks, Garages and Service Stations, Greenhouses, Lofts, Office
Buildings, Restaurants, Stores, Warehouses and Storage Buildings.
EDUCATIONAL BUILDINGS-
Gymnasiums, Laboratories, Libraries, Schools and Colleges.
INSTITUTIONS-
Hospitals, Homes, Sanitariums.
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS-
Factories, Heating and Power Plants.
MILITARY AND NAVAL BUILDINGS-
Arsenals, Armories. Barracks, Camps, Fortifications, Hangars,
Magazines.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS-
Capitols, City Halls, Town Halls, Court and Custom Houses, Comfort
Stations, Fire and Police Stations, Jails and Reformatories, Post Offices.
PUBLIC WORKS-
Car Barns, Destructor Plants and Incinerators, Freight Houses, Ferry
Houses, Light Houses, Lighting Systems (Gas and Electric) Radio
Stations, Railroad Stations, Round Houses, Signal Towers.
RELIGIOUS BUILDINGS-
Churches, Chapels and Parish Houses, Convents. Monasteries.
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS-
Apartments, Flats and Tenements, Dwellings, Barns and Farm
Buildings, Dormitories. Garages. Hotels and Stables.
SOCIAL AND RECREATIONAL BUILDINGS-
Auditoriums and Halls, Clubs, Lodges, Natatoriums, Bath Houses,
Locker Buildings, Observation Stands and Stadiums, Park Pavilions,
Rinks. Theaters and Service Buildings.
GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY, SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI
BRANCH OFFICES:
Atlanta, Georgia
Baltimore, Maryland
Birmingham, Alabama
Boston, Massachusetts
Bluefield, West Virginia
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Charleston, West Virginia
Charlotte, North Carolina
Chicago, Illinois
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Dayton, Ohio
Denver, Colorado
Detroit, Michigan
Houston, Texas
Indianapolis, Indiana
Kansas City, Missouri
Little Rock, Arkansas
Los Angeles, Califsrnia
Louisville, Kentucky
Memphis, Tennessee
Miami, Florida
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Nashville, Tennessee
Natchez, Mississippi
New Orleans, Louisiana
Norfolk, Virginia
Omaha, Nebraska
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Roanoke, Virginia
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Antonio, Texas
Spokane, Washington
Tampa, Florida
Toledo, Ohio
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Vicksburg, Michigan
Washington, D. C.
Wichita, Kansas
Wilson, North Carolina
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
-6-
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rSTANDARD CONSTRUCTION OF THE MESKER STEEL SASH
SECTIONS
The single bar sections for Mesker Steel Windows consist
of one piece solid section rolled open hearth steel and gives
maximum strength and rigidity, thoroughly weather-proof
and neat in appearance.
FRAME AND VENTILATOR BARS
The outer members of the sash and ventilator frames
comprising the top, bottom and two sides consists of ONE
CONTINUOUS, SOLID SECTION STEEL BAR, BENT
ROUND AT THE CORNERS (see engraving), and the two
ends coming together is strongly spliced and welded. This
continuous feature of the outer frame member makes the
sash and ventilator at the four corners inflexible and unbreak-
able. It also prevents the sash from becoming twisted and
warped out of square. No other sash manufactured has this
superior quality.
cc
VE
0
cc
FR
INS
SAME CORNER, OUTSIDE VIEW, GLAZED
PIVOTS
The Mesker pivot is patented. It is not a hinge or an
attachment of any kind, therefore, no plates, bolts, nuts,
pins, or other loose parts are required in its make up. It
cannot rust tight when not in use. Its superiority lies in
the simplicity of its formation. A fulcrum bearing is pro-
THE
P
PA
When ventilators extend to both sides of window, keep
sash slightly away from masonry to prevent ventilator from
binding against the wall when opening.
JOINTS
The joining of horizontal and vertical muntins if formed
by a special (patent applied for) dovetail wedge and miter.Where the muntins
intersect the frame bar.
a double two-way mor-
tise and tenon feature is
employed, as shown by
engraving. The joints
being interlocked by
powerful presses gives
the sash great strength
against wind pressure.
Hand power in the
manufacture of our steel
windows is entirely elim-
inated, assuring a
perfectly fitting andhiotr.loce rfion imrvR_
sible of attaining by
hand-made process.
PUSH BARS
Push bar sash adjusters are furnished for all ventilators,
unless otherwise specifically mentioned. They are made of
heavy rolled bar iron, connected with strong eye bolt to steel
angle bracket, securely fastened to bottom of ventilator.
Notches in edge of push bar fit over edge of weathering
angle, enabling the ventilator to be opened at any required
position. When ventilator is closed the push bar is folded
back, inserting its notches into loops in weathering angle
securely locking the ventilator.
THE MESKER PUSH BAR
VENTILATOR LOCKED
vided on which the ventilator balances perfectly on its own
axis and yields to the slightest touch of the push bar or
chain operator. The pivot feature of the ventilator does not
affect the alignment of the glass rabbets, they are as flat as
the glass itself. The Mesker pivot permits the ventilator to
be removed by window cleaners without the use of tools,
and to be replaced without readjustment or refitting.
VENTILATORS
The weathering features of our ventilators are designed
in accordance with the well-known principle of flat straight
surface contact, overlapping the muntins three-eighth inch all
around, which is preferable to the point or butt contact,
making a continuous flat weathering, thoroughly rain proof.
Ventilators are made entirely by machinery, assuring a
closely-fitting, well-balanced sash, free from the uncertainty
of hand labor, at the most important part of the window.
Weep holes or drains are provided at sill of ventilator near
the jamb, to carry off inside condensation.
CAM LOCK AND CHAIN HARDWARE
The cam lock is of heavy steel construction, connected to
angle bracket with strong swivel bolt, and securely fastened
to bottom of ventilator. The chain is fastened to top of
ventilator by heavy steel ring, and holds the ventilator open
at any desired angle by fastening the chain to cleat on wall
or to hook at bottom of sash.
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STANDARD CONSTRUCTION OF THE MESKER STEEL SASH
TONGUE AND GROOVE MULLIONS
Our PATENTED vertical mullions
are used combining two or more units
for openings of any width. The Mesker
mullions consist of No. 14 and No. 16
gauge steel. They have the distinctive
feature of matched tongue and groove
boards, making them .rainproof, wind-
proof, and dustproof. Other superior
qualities of our mullions are:
They have no unsightly bolts and
nuts, or expansion slots, to mar their
appearance or cause trouble in erection.
They have no seams..to spread and
admit water. They have two inches of
continuous weathering contact. The
tongue and groove feature provides for
expansion and contraction, also for the
most rapid installation at a reduction
of 200/,, in cost.
See page 11 for illustration of tongue DUST-PROOFRAIN-PROOF
and groove mullions. They vary in WIND-PI
width, from 3 inches up, as may be
necessary to make up standard width of masonry opening.
HORIZONTAL MULLIONS
Horizontal mullions of the design here
shown are desirable where one sash is set
immediately above the other, and may be
built up of angles and channels combined.
These are never furnished by us unless
specifically agreed upon, and are here
shown merely as suggestion and informa-
tion. The size and weight of these struc-
turals depend on the width of opening.
MECHANICAL OPERATORS
These devices can be furnished in con-
nection with our warehouse and special
ash at an pra hrarg gash ran h
arranged for their reception, but require extra time, as these
operators are made to individual orders.
GLASS SIZES
Units are furnished in two standard sizes, for lights
12 x18 inches and 14 x 20 inches.
12 12 12 12 12
18 18 18 18 ¼
18 11,711 7~ 4ll 174.812 12 12 12 12
8 18 18 1 8 1818 T7184 -87, 181 1 812 11 2 1 1 2
_F ~8I18.... 1
Note that the lights in
the ventilator are somewhat smaller. Glass may be single ci
double strength American W/,-inch or 3/ir,-inch factory rough
or ribbed, W4-inch rough or ribbed, maze, polished wile, or
plain plate glass may be used. Adopting standard sizes will
mean low cost and quick delivery, other sizes ,
can be furnished at greater cost. All glass
sizes should be rechecked. .'
PAINTING
All sash receive one priming coat of paint before leaving
our factory.
UNLOADING
Care must be exercised in unloading sash, lest they
become damaged, making repairs necessary before installation.
STACKING
The sash should be stacked at building site in the manner
shown by cut. They should never be laid flat. Lay three
pieces of wood in level position, tilting sash against upright
braces or lean them against building.em~~~~~:-~ ·~I--- 
ROOF
AL
ION
ERECTION
We cannot guarantee sash to be satisfactory unless they
are set plumb, true and straight in the openings, which
latter must have the angles true 90 degrees, when any ordi-
nary mechanics can install them at nominal cost. Place
wood blocks directly under sash at points shown in illustra-
tion and level the bottom of the sash, noting in particular
that horizontal muntins line up with adjoining sash.
The steel clips with which the ventilator is fastened must
never be removed until sash are ready for glazing.
All ventilators are carefully tested before leaving the
factory, but if adjusting should be necessary at the building
it should be done before, not after sash are glazed.
To install single units after walls are built, leave groove
in jamb on one side of opening 114-inch wide, and 2-inch
wide in the other jamb. Slip one edge of the sash into the
larger groove, and then swing the other edge into the smaller
groove. Adjust the sash evenly into the opening and block
up the sash at the sill, and secure upper projecting flange of
sash to lintel construction, see page 11, details H1, H3, H5,
H7. Build sill under sash and grout sash all around to a
neat finish.
When opening has two or more units, allow 2-inch
groove in masonry of each jamb. Set one sash flange into
groove in either jamb and other flange into mullion. Follow
in tongue and groove manner, alternating with mullion and
sash, completing with sash flange inserted into h2-inch
groove in opposite jamb.
Block up sash at sill with upper sash flange entering
lintel and build up sill under sash. Do not crowd sash, use
care, remove obstacles, and the result will be 20% saving in
erection cost with tongue and groove mullions.
In concrete walls, a rebate should be formed in jambs.
Install sash as directed above. Grout sash neatly all around.
GLAZING
Our glazing clips are of special design,
devised to hold the glass firmly in place, four
clips to each light. These clips take up the
variation in the thickness of the glass. Spe-
cial steel sash putty should be used. Ordi-
nary putty dries out and breaks away. Spread
putty on the glazing rabbet, force glass into
same, completely filling the entire space
between the glass and the steel. Excess
putty neatly struck off and glass face puttied.
I .
CORNER OF SASH
SHOWING THE
MESKER GLAZING
CLIP.
USE STOCK SASH
There are forty types and forty sizes of Mesker Steel
Sash now ready for your building.
PUSH BARS
Are furnished for all ventilators, except for ventilators
out of reach by hand, then cam locks and chains are provided.
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INSTALLATION
AND
DI MENSIONS
The above cut shows the
installation of two Standard
Units of Mesker Solid Section
Steel Sash 54161 and 44141 for
12 x 18-inch glass, with a Mesker
tongue and groove mullion join-
ing them together.
The dimensions given are from
the bar centers between the glass
to the outside measure of the
sash. The dimensions given ot
the sash units are the clear
masonry openings for single
units.
Sash measure is taken from
outside to outside of stem of the
sash bar, both for width and
height.
The mullions ioining several
unitF m h of varinhlp wi;rlth
to accommodate the width of ,,_ 5' 2"
the openings, but standard I 2_ · " I
widths and heights as given on i 
page 10 are recommended and 1
should be used for the most desir-
able installations. 54161 44141
UNDERWRITERS' SIDE WALL CENTER PIVOTED SASH
Are also carried in stock, and are of the same construction
and dimensions as Standard Sash plus the small steel glazing
angles. The sash are subject to the rigid inspection of the
National Board of Fire Underwriters, bearing their labels of
approval, are accepted by rating bureaus everywhere in the
United States and Canada as Underwriters' Sash.
DIMENSIONS
The maximum size of units is 7 feet 0 inches by 12 feet
0 inches, and may be used in multiples, but not more than
two ventilators to each unit, and no ventilator to exceed
3,000 square inches of area.
FUSIBLE LINKS
And chains are furnished with the Mesker Gravity Cam
Locks, which permits ventilators to close automatically by
gravity at the approach of fire or excessive heat.
PUSH BAR SASH ADJUSTER!
Without the fusible links are
permitted in some localities, but
is subject to the approval of the
local Fire Rating Bureau.
MULLIONS
The Mesker (PATENTED)
tongue and groove mullions
are employed to combine labeled
sash units in wide openings. A
special type mullion is furnished
in connection with labeled sash
for openings more than eight
feet in height.
GLAZING
The glazing is accomplished
by small steel glazing angles,
held in place by tap screws or
split rivets. Special installation
and glazing instructions accom-
pany each shipment of Under-
writers' Sash.
COMMENT
The weather side of our sash have a very neat finish, clear cut muntin
lines, symmetry in appearance, and free from projections or flanges to
catch dust, snow or other objectionable matter to hasten rusting.
These steel windows are lower in price than wood and far more desir-
able, considering volume of light area and ventilation, they are incom-
parably superior.
Customers are given the benefit of our very low prices, attained by
purchasing material in large quantities at advantageous market quota-
tions, by manufacturing sash at a ratio of 95% machine labor to 5%
hand labor, and by the 33 1/% less freight charges than obtain in other sash.
PRICE LISTS AND TERMS OF SALE
Mesker Bros. Iron Co. are publishers of the first steel sash catalogue in the United States giving prices of steel window sash. See page 10 for pride
list in this issue.
Customers ill please write for price lists and avail themselves of the prevailing discount and estimate the cost of their requirements.
All prices in this Catalog are F. O. B. cars, St. Louis, Mo. Subject to discount. NET CASH upon receipt of goods. ALL prices are subject to
change without notice. Those desiring credit must have good commercial rating or furnish references from whom satisfactory information must be
obtained before shipment will be made.
NO GOODS will be shipped C. O. D. or to our order with draft attached to Bill of Lading, unless one-half payment is made in advance, to insure
acceptance, or unless guaranteed by your bank or banker. No extension allowed nor more than thirty days credit given except by special agreement.
CLAIMS against invoice must be made upon receipt of goods. REMITTANCES must be made by draft or its equivalent, Express or P. O. Money
Order, not by personal check unless exchange is added. ALL contracts or agreements are contingent upon Strikes, Accidents, Delays or Damages by
carriers and other delays unavoidable or beyond our control. ALL orders sent us without previous quotations will be shipped at our regular prices, which
will be as low as if quoted before receiving the order.
As questions constantly arise as to the responsibility of shippers, for loss of and damage to goods, etc., in transit, we call the special attention of our
customers to the following: Our responsibility ceases as soon as goods are delivered in good order and condition at shipping point, and a receipt taken
for same, we as senders, having no legal claim after the goods are delivered to the carriers properly consigned, as the ownership has passed from us to consignee.
No goods returned will be received by us unless we have been corresponded with and have given our permission that same may be returned, and
customer returning must in all cases pay freight and expense. After orders are entered the cancellation of same must be subject to our acceptance. It is
expressly understood that all orders imply an acceptance of above terms of payment and conditions of shipment.
All contracts and agreements received by our sales representatives are subject to the approval of the home office, and such approval must be signed
by an officer of the company to be valid; and unless so signed the responsibility rests with the representative and not with the company.
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MESKER BROTHERS IRON COMPANY
Publishers of THE FIRST STEEL SASH PRICE LIST in the United States
Follow Heavy Face Type for 12" x 18" Glass and Light Face Typer or 14" x 20" Glass.
STANDARD OPENING SIZES FOR CENTER PIVOTED AND EXTENDING VENTILATOR SASH
Eight light ventilators not recommended for side arm extending type.
Prices are F. O. B. cars St. Louis, not including glass and putty. Glass is always kept in stock for prompt delivery and is quoted on application.
SIZES FOR 12' x 18' GLASS
Width of Tta.l am4bwo UghtaWiiWIndo_ No. ofNo 
o-w- % b u w1, ,. tit -. it ,,,.di I -4575
'-' 1 ...........
6'46' 6 2 3 3.
8'-6i' 8 2 4 4
10 '-71' l10 2 S 5
9 '-10' 9' 3 3 3 3 .......
IO'-10" 10 3 3 4 3 .......
I'-1041 11 3 3 5 3 .......
11 0 1 3. 4 3 4
12'.11 12 3 4 4 4
.3'113' 13 3 4 5 4 .......
13'-1134'" 13 3 5 3 5 .......
14'-113' 14 3 5 4 5 .......
16'-04' 15 3 5 5 5 .......
13'-2' .12 4 3 3 3 3 ...
15'-234' 14 4 4 3 3 4 ...
1S'-24' 14 4 3 4 4 3..
17'3 16 4 4 4 4 4
17 '.334' 16 4 5 3 3 5
17'-334' 16 4 3 5 5 3...
19'-4%' 18 4 4 5 5 4...
19 '-44' 18 4 5 4 -4 5 ....
21 '.5' 20 4 5 5 5 5
16'-6' 15 5 3 3 3 3 3
17'-6 S' 16 5 3 3 4 3 3
18'-6/4' 17 5 3 3 5 3 3
18'-6Y4' 17 5 3 4 3 4 3
19'- 73' 18 5 3 4 4 4 3
19 '-7Y' 18 5 4 3 r4 3 4
20'-7' 19 5 5 3 3 3 5
21'-7/' 20 5 4 4 4 4 4
21'-7?' 20 5 5 3 4 3 5
21 '.73' 20 5 3 5 4 5 3
22'-8'4' 21 5 5 4 3 4 5
22'-834' 21 5 4 5 3 5 4
22'-83' 21 5 4 4 5 4 4
22'-834' 21 5 5 3 5 3 5
23 '.8 22 5 4 5 4 5 4
23'-83' 22 5 5 4 4 4 5
24 '-9' 23 5 5 4 5 4 5
24 '-9' 23 5 4 5 5 5 4
25'-9Y/' 24 5 5 5 4 5 5
26 '-9%' 25 5 5 5 5 5S
Our patented tongue and groove mullions should be used
with two or more standard units for large openings.
WAREHOUSE STOCK
Large quantities of the above sizes in Center Pivoted Type
are in stock and immediate deliveries can be made if desired.
WRITE FOR
SIZES FOR
12"x 18" GLASS
Height of I No. of
Window i Lights
Opening ,High
I
3 '-07" 2
4'-714" 3
46'-1 Y/ "
9'-2 Y8 6
DISCOUNTS
SIZES FOR
14"x20" GLASS
Height of No. of
Window Lights
Opening High
3 '-48" 2
5/-1 /' 346'-9 Vs 8-6" 5
10 '-2 %` 6
OMHER WIDTHS
Detail of Standard Mullion and Sash Bar.
Mullions for 2 units are 3 4" wide.
Mullions for 3 units are 3 Y wide.
Mullions for 4 units are 3 "wide.
Mullions for 5 units are 2':/" wide.
UNDERWRITERS' LABELED SASH
are also carried in stock and are of the same construction as our
Standard Sash, plus the small steel glazing angles. The sash
are subject to the rigid requirements and inspection of the
National Board of Fire Underwriters, bearing their labels of
approval and adopted by rating bureaus everywhere in the
United States and Canada as standard Underwriters' sash.
SIZES FOR 14' z 20' GLAS
-10--
HEIGHT OF 3S-01', FM Iii=
WINDOW H ILJTLLLL
OPENIN5. 3'`4W' 3Z 4z 52 32-o 42-140 42-1So 52io
WIDTH OF OPENINGS. 3'-I4, 3'-774, 4-%" 4:9WSA 5-2 6'0" 3-'A 5-7Y" 4-15I/a 4' 9s4'-" 44-'9 5:2' E-0'
PRICEOF SASH $2.26 2.42 $2.79 3.17 3.48 ,3.86 $5.53 6.0 $5.53 6.02 $6.54 7 $68G 7.23
HEIGHTOF 6-
WINDOW
OPENING5. 33 43 53 . 3-161 -4a-41 43-181 53-161
WIDTH OF OPENINGs. 3- " Y 7Y4' 4-1%" 4 -9s9 5-2" 6-0" '-IY4W 3-7Y4" 4'- I./" 4-9s/ 4'-I./8' 49
5/s". 5-2" -0
PRICE OF SASH I$3,10 34-8 $40 1 454 $4.85 553 6.332 .635 6.76 7.7 $7.79 8:8A8 1$8.26 8.57
HEIGHT 6 16/.
OF I - Ft IWINDOW ee" 9 I -
OPENINGS. I I[ _ I II
34 44 54 34-.61 44-141 44.-181 54-161
~1.1 ·.%e - . . i/ I) I1-,/ . 1 i / A /1 *ll-11 A - - /"*-/.1
1 11M-1rvulll~R'"l-v -,?'11 - 1/4. Jr jt-i8 'q-,~/ 1l-~ 1O-( IY4 -4- . Ir i.lr't I'~/4 I'J["'le/~ /'/'~
PRICE OF SASH $4.01 4.54 $5.30 5.83 $6.36 7.13 $7.24 7.93 $7.93 8.69 $8.93 9.
HEIGHT F
18'~~~~~ il I I~ilOF 7- 8" l WINDOW [XH
4PENI53 - 31NG6 4 41_
35 45 55 35-161 45-141 45-181
WIDTH OF OPENINGS 3-"IlY" '-TY1 '-471 : 952" 6'-o" 3-IW 3'-TN' 4-l% 4-9 " 4'-I" 4-9/'_ $'-2" 6-0"
PRFICE o SASH $5.07 .5.61 6.36 7.13 *7.73 8.71 $8.33 8.86 $9.11 9.90 $10.13 !0.92 10.95 11.81
HEIGHT ... :
OF 9-2w ;
WINDOW
OPENINGS. 1'-2 '
__ I I ' 11
36 46 56 36-1i 46-141 46-181 5G-161
DTH OF OPENINGS. 3'-7-I 4.-.1_ '/ 4'-.95/8 2" 6'-0" 3 1" 3'-7 4'-IS/" 4'- W ,4-1I" :95" 6'-2' 6'-0"
PRIGEaOF 5s1 $ 5.90 6.58 $ 7.59 8.48 .17 1049 $9.40 10.08 $1034 11.04 $11.36 2.05J#12.68 4C._9
)6t of -INToa M -J I - - .6. 
,.o,~ I Laohntr Uoto Ir2TFiaT rI( t
3 1131....
"::j i i UIi M
-9114, 4 1 4
I 5 .... ....
'-6' o6 2131 3
-1034'l 81 2141 4.
'.34' 10 2 5 .... ........
'-4' 9 3 3 3 3
'-6a/~' 10 3 3 4 3 ...
'8' 11 3 & 5 3
'-8 ' 11 3 4 3 4
'-11' 12 3 4 4 4
''-1 .' 13 3 4 5 4 ....
*'-1M"' 13 3 5 3 5 ....
'.3' 14 3 5 4 5 ....
'-6, 15 3 5 5 5 ....
'-2' 12 4 3 3 3 3...
-634' 14 4 4 3 3 4 ...
'-634'. 14 4 3 '4 4 3..
13' 16 4 4 4 4 4 ...
'11,' .16 4 5 3 3 5 ...
'-114' 16 4 3 5 5 3 ..
'-4' L 4 4 5 5 4 ..-
,43 18 4 5 4 4 5 .. ,
1'-g' 20 4 5 5 5 5 
-0" 15 5 3 3 3 3 3
3'-2 ' 16 5 3 3 4 3 3
'-43' 17 5 3 3 S 3 3
'-4/4' 17 5 3 4 3 4 3
27 4' 18 5 3 4 4 4 3
'-73' 18 5 4 3 4 3 4
93"W 19 5 5 3 3 3 5
'- '" 20 5 4 4 4 4 4
'-114' 20 5 5 3 4 3 5
-1134' 20 5 3 5 4 5 3
'-23' 21 5 5 4 3 4 5
'24' 21 5 4 4 5 4 4
'-24' 21 5 5 3 5 3 5
-234' 21 5 4 5 3 5 4
-4'a/ 22 5 4 5 4 5 4
7 '-4.4' 22 5 5 4 4 4 5
'- 23 5 5 4 5 4 5
7' 23 5 4 5 5 5 4
'-9S/6' 24 5 5 5 4 5 5
1 ' 2s 5 5 5 5 5 5
--
I
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EXTENDING VENTILATOR WINDOWS
.1
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THE MESKER SIDE ARM EXTENDING VENTILATOR SASH
The Mesker Solid Section rolled open hearth Steel Sash with improved Side Arm Extending Ventilators are especially adapted, and are being extensively
used in Schools, Jndustrial and Office Buildings, or wherever a superior window with maximum ventilation is desired. They are readily adopted by Architects
and School Boards for the most perfectly operating windows without .projecting the sash into the rooms. When open, the ventilator serves either as a rain
shield or as an awning as well as for ventilation.
g~~~~~o [EOH10 102 03
OPENING DIMENSIONS ARE GIVEN WITHIN BRACKETS,
124' 2 1 2 ' 1 24- IS' 12 4l2
201 202 203
ON TOP, AND AI SDES HEREWITH.
IT4T
2_f .[
- AT 2\ I
;D-) lW
-?L. 4 2J 4[ ,12's 24i"
301 30Z 303
GLASS 5ZES ARE INDICATED IN INCHES
11']]I i' J1
2,L If' 2'
401 402 403
VENTILATOR LIGHTS ARE SMALLER.
LDV I v I |
I LL- I-.~~~,~. -""'-- -~-
aIAI/, /\II /7£X - 10! L 31 /35\ _ 1!!! /TYPE
.. QI 24~ll2 S I2 5e' lm12' . 24' iz' The Extending Ventilator opens out at the bottom, causing the top to slide
_ _7 _ / down vertically. This is accomplished by means of a pull chain fastened at the top.
\23 / \1723.s• 1 2V \ which projects the ventilator outwardly at the bottom. The slam, heretofore
W _ _ j _ _ _ / _ V _ V experienced when closing other types of sash is entirely eliminated in the extend-ing type.
Sol .502 .503 The necessary friction for the successful operation of this type of sash isS.~~0 1 5 ~2 6~03~ ~ developed by our special construction of sash bar. Has no springs or bolts to be
adjusted, but a vertical slide arrangement of utmost simplicity, requiring the least
STANDARD SIZES effort to operate.
The self balancing ventilator automatically adjusts itself to any angle,
from the vertical to the horizontal plane, giving window cleaners full access to the outside of the glass.
Another distinguishing feature of the Extending Ventilator is that it admits the attachment of window screens, on the interior as well as window
shades and draperies.
CONSTRUCTION
The sash and ventilator is constructed of solid rolled open hearth steel section. The outer frame consists of ONE PIECE CONTINUOUS STEEL
BAR, bent round at the four corners and welded at the splicing of the two ends. The muntins, also of solid steel section are tenoned at the ends and
mortised into the frame members. And when caulked by heavy machinery makes the sash of greatest possible strength, and perfectly square and true, so that
they cannot be racked out of shape by careless or rough handling. No other sash manufactured has this superior ONE-PIECE FRAME BAR FEATURE.
MULLIONS
The Mesker PATENT Mullions are designed to be used to join a multiple of units in large openings for lighting class rooms, audi'oriums, hospital
wards. etc.
They are constructed of No. 14 or No. 16 gauge steel, and formed into the distinctive feature of matched tongue and groove boards, and are rainproof,
windproof, and dustproof.
They have no unsightly bolts, nuts or expansion slots to mar their appearance or cause time or trouble in erection And no seams to spread open
and admit dust and water. The tongue and groove feature provides for expansion and contraction and also for the most raoid installation at a reduction of
20% in cost. See page 11 for special types of mullions designed to substitute stone, terra cotta or wood. These mullions may be concrete filled and plaster
finished on the interior and they present an architectural finish on the exterior.
STANDARD SIZES
The sizes of units for this type of sash are the same as for the standard center pivoted type.
Customers sending inquiries regarding this type of sash should refer to unit numbers given.
For high windows where an upper and lower ventilator is desired as in Nos. 501-502-503 it is recommended that the lower one extend in at the top
and the upper one extend out at the bottom.
One hundred percent ventilation is obtainable with the extending ventilator, but maybe opened to any desired angle without the use of push bar or
any other fasteners.
GLAZING
Our glazing clips, of special design, are devised to hold the glass firmly in place. Holes are provided in the muntin bars for the clips-four or more
to each light. The clips take up the variation in thickness of the glass. Special steel sash putty should be spread on the glazing rabbet and the glass forced
into same, completely filling the entire space between the glass and the steel. Do not use ordinary putty, it dries out and breaks away. Excess putty should
be struck off and glass face puttied.
HARDWARE
The extending ventilator is operated by an endless chain. One end fastened to the cam lock, and the other passing through a wheeless pulley is secured
to the bottom of ventilator.
Chains, pulleys, locks, etc., are included in our quotations.
PAINTING
These sash receive a priming coat of paint before leaving the factory.
PRICES ON APPLICATION
Special prices quoted for large quantities or carload lots. Glass kept in stock for prompt delivery and is quoted on application.
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THE MESKER SOLID SECTION STEEL WINDOW FOR SCHOOLS
Showing Typical large area window for School Buildings; with the Mesker Patent Mullions combining several sash units. The
heavy Steel Mullions have the appearance of stone or terra cotta and add to the Architectural beauty of the structure. In the
Mesker Solid Section School Window is found a most desirable means for day lighting large Halls, Class Rooms, and Auditoriums,
and is being largely adopted by Architects for this purpose. The Mesker Patent Mullion may be plain or moulded into artistic
design to represent cut stone and to carry into effect the general appearance of the building.
SPECIFICATION FOR STEEL SASH MESKER PIVOTED WINDOWS
All sash throughout shall be MESKER PIVOTED SASH manufactured by Mesker Brothers Iron Company, St. Louis, Mo. All muntin bars shall consist
of one continuous piece of solid section rolled open hearth steel. Intersecting joints shall be formed by a dovetail wedge and mitre which is to be locked
into place by powerful presses. The joints at the frame bars shall consist of a double two-way INTERLOCKING MORTISE AND TENON (special
feature). The iron in the frame bar to be pressed hard against said tenon. Frame bars of both sash and ventilators shall be of ONE CONTINUOUS
SOLID SECTION STEEL BAR bent round at corners and where the two ends come together they shall be solidly spliced and welded. All sash to be
furnished with standard angle brackets for attaching hardware. All ventilators to be furnished with standard push bars, unless otherwise specified. All
ventilators inaccessible to the floor are to be operated by chain and cam lock, except when mechanical operators shall be specified. Vertical mullions are
to be Mesker Patent tongue and groove type made of No. 16 gauge open hearth steel plates. Horizontal mullions to be either Mesker tongue and groove
mullions or built up mullions of angles and channels.
To erect Mesker sash one unit to the opening, the walls should be bricked up to about , the height of the sash leaving a slot or rebate in the wall' x ,
so that the sash can be slid down into place, wedged and trued up to the proper position. Then the sash is securely bricked in. Do not crowd the sash at
the ventilators. To erect sash of more than one unit to the opening, the opening should be built the full height, leaving a At x " opening on both jambs,having a single angle lintel construction, and omitting one course of bricks at the bottom. The units should then be placed in the opening and loosely
bolted to the lintel. See that the jambs of the sash are in the rebate at the side of the opening. Then spring the sash out to a bowed position and insert
mullion between units, putting the flanges of sash in the slots of mullion, then forcing the mullion up against the lintel and spring the sash back into line
and then block same in place, and securely bolt. Then the sill course may be laid and sash grouted in place. All sash shall receive one priming coat of
paint before leaving our factory. The above specifications apply also to the Mesker Side Arm Extending Sash on page 12, in all respects pertaining to
construction, steel sections, ONE PIECE ROUND CORNER feature, general method of manufacture and installation.
SPECIFICATIONS FOR STEEL CASEMENT WINDOWS
All Casement Windows shall be the Solid Section Steel Casements as manufactured by the Mesker Bros. Iron Co., St. Louis, Mo. The frame and sash
shall consist of solid section rolled open hearth steel. The steel bars at the four corners shall have a special offset mortise and tenon joint solidly welded,
making the sash perfectly rigid. The Casements shall be of the Mesker double contact construction. The vertical muntins shall consist of solid section
steel bars. The horizontal muntins shall be of heavy lead muntin strip. The Casement sash shall be side hinged on strong bronze plated butts neatly riveted
to face of sash bar and firmly secured to the stem of the frame member. All sash shall swing outwardly from the inside except where otherwise noted. The
adjuster arm shall be of machine steel. It shall be jointed at about midway of its length with a special friction joint, designed to hold the sash open at any
desired angle. Each sash shall be furnished with a bronze plated, cam acting lock of artistic design, firmly attached to suitable angle bracket riveted to the
sash. The vertical and horizontal mullions shall be constructed of No. 16 gauge steel. They shall be the Mesker patent tongue and groove type. strong
but narrow, neat and smooth. Where transom sash are required they shall be side hinged to swing out, and shall have butts, adjusters and locks as described
for casement sash unless otherwise herein specified. Unless otherwise specified all casement sash shall be equipped throughout with the Mesker (patent
applied for) weatherstripping, Weatherstrips shall be of No. 11 zinc, or No. 32 gauge spring bronze, and shall be secured by tubular or split rivets according
to shop practice of Mesker Bros. Iron Co. The Mesker Casement Windows must be set true and straight in the openings. Leave the window sill out
until casement is installed. A recess of one inch must be provided on.the inside of each window jamb and at the head. The windows must be set into this
recess from the inside. Secure the windows in place with steel anchors provided for same, not less than two to each side. Do not install the Mesker
Casement Windows until the building is under roof. Steel glazing clips are provided to hold the glass in the sash. Glass must be back puttied, and faceputtied completely covering the clips. Use special steel sash putty. Smooth the putty neatly around the glass and strike off all .:cess putty. Glazing to be done
from the inside. Stationary Casement Windows glazed from the outside. All casement windows shall receive one coat shop paint before leaving the factory.
Continued from Page 20
MULLIONS-Underwriters approved mullions are used, when needed to combined two or more units for large openings in Auditoriums, Classrooms, Hospital
Wards, etc. They are heavily built up of plate steel and they present a very neat and trim appearance, both on the inside as well as outside.
LIGHTING SURFACE-About 15% more lighting surface is obtained by the steel window than by wood window, and they are fire proof.STANDARD SIZES-Standard dimensions of the Combination Window are given on page 20. By ordering these sizes a more prompt shipment is assured.
and at a lower cost.GLAZIG-The sash are glazed from the inside. For the non-labeled windows, steel glazing clips and special steel sash putty should be used. Ordinary
putty dries out and breaks away. For labeled windows, steel glazing angles are furnished and should be back puttied.
HARDWARE-Chains, Pulley, Locks, Lifts and Counterweights for double hung windows are included in our quotations, unless otherwise specified.
PAINTING-These windows receive a priming coat of paint before leaving the factory.
WRITE FOR PRICES-Prompt quotations are furnished on any schedule of requirements, specially low prices are given for large quantities.
-13-
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SOLID SECTION STEEL BASEMENT WINDOWS
i _ :L:i 
_ =_'- . ._ _ 1 _-- .^....1_
1 i_ -- __L - - - ' - - 1 ,
---i-'
SILL
B:K C:':'..R CT, l
ll'JSCtitRlD£f
,
BIC, P TR INJA SiB .
BRICK, PLASTER Ftti/5#.
DETAIL OF
STEEL BASEMSENT -
WIN DOWS,
PIVOTED AT TOP
TO SWVING IN |
AT BOTTOM.
X v7s51
LF-i/. I
I A:
£O7££C1 OUTO r0 O ~RI7-
CONCRETC ONETR/CJVON WOYOD C01STR'UCT.OJ/
The Mesker Steel Basement Windows are made in two sizes and are constructed of solid rolled open hearth steel sections
throughout, A" thick. The outer frame bars of the sash nd vcntilatcr are made of ONE CONTINUOUS PIECE OF SOLID
ROLLED STEEL SECTION welded together at the ends. This makes the sash of greatest possible strength, and perfectly
square and true, so that they cannot be racked out of shape by careless or rough handling. No other sash manufactured
has this superior ONE-PIECE FRAME BAR FEATURE.
To install Basement Windows the mason lays four or five courses of brick, leaving a half inch groove in the brick jamb on
each side. Slide the sash down into these grooves, the projecting flanges of the sash extending into the grooves. Then build up
the walls encasing the sash flanges into the brick work, and neatly point up with cement mortar all around. In concrete walls a
rebate should be formed in each jamb and the sash is slipped down from the top into the rebate and grouted securely.
The Mesker pivot is patented. It is not a hinge or an attachment of any kind, therefore no plates, bolts, nuts, pins or other
loose parts are required in its make up. It cannot rust tight when not in use. Its superiority lies in the simplicity of its forma-
tion. The Mesker Pivot permits the ventilator to be removed by window cleaners without the use of tools, and to be replaced
without readjustment or refitting.
The lock is of heavy steel securely riveted to ventilator. A slotted seat is pressed into the frame for latching and insures
absolute weathering. There are no springs, bolts or nuts to rust or get out of order.
Steel glazing clips to hold the glass in position are furnished. A good grade of steel sash putty should be used. Putty
should be spread upon the glazing rabbet and the glass forced into same, completely filling te entire space between the glass and
the steel. Face putty the glass and neatly strike off excess putty.
Our basement windows come complete ready to install in brick, stone, concrete or wood walls. They are serviceable, econom-
ical, easy to operate. The ventilator is pivoted at the top and swings in at the bottom and can be fastened to ceiling. When
open 100% ventilation is obtained.
They have more lighting capacity than wooden windows, better in appearance, they are fireproof, they cost less and they
last longer.
The Mesker Basement Windows are easily installed, the flanges of the frame extend into the masonry, and they are built
in as the walls go up. The steel flange along the top rail extends up into the lintel construction, and the lower rail is grouted into
the window sill on the inside. These windows have a priming coat of paint before leaving the factory.
Standard wooden screens may be used with basement sash from the outside. See detail above.
STANDARD SIZES AND PRICES
3 '-24" x 1'8", 3 lights glass 12" x 18" ..................................... $3.54
3 '-84/'" x 1' 10", 3 lights glass 14" x 20" ...................................... 3.82
Write for discounts.
Large quantities of standard sizes are carried in stoc.
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BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL TYPE, OPEN OUT
The Mesker Improved Solid Section Rolled Open Hea
ment Windows represent the most advanced developer
beauty and symmetry and for economical constructi'
adapted chiefly for Business, Educational, Institutior
Public, as well as for all Residential Buildings, but esl
mended for Cottages and Bungalows for their superior q
ing and ventilating and for their reasonably low cost.
COTTAGE CASEMENTS-The Cottage Casement
Windows are designed to meet a growing need for a low
price steel window, for which the suburban cottage and
residence is so much in demand in modem times.
Owners of Apartments as well as Bungalows are also
seeking the more convenient and artistic style of win-
dow which is to be found in th Mesker Steel Casements.
They are convenient for the reason that they do not
project into the room, permits screens to be attached,
and shades or draperies may decorate the window on
CONSTRUCTION-The Casement Windows are con-
structed of solid rolled open hearth steel sections. The
vertical muntin is double tenoned at the ends and mor-
tised into the frame bars. An extra sill member made
of No. 16 gauge steel is furnished when desired for
special installations (see illustration above) but it is not
at all a necessary part of the Casement Window. This
is not included in above prices but is included when
requested in inquiries.
STANDARD SIZE-Standard opening dimensions of
the Mesker Steel Casement Windows are given above.
More prompt delivery as well as lower prices is assured
when ordering these sizes, and owing to large quantity
production minimum cost is attained and low prices
are quoted.
LIGHTING CAPACITY-One hundred per cent ven-
4.. .60,-~,i,, 1 - -hi. t-rn nf window. and at
the inside witnout eineg cllsturDed wen winnow is IUtI- a VL.-V .. .,- ..
operated. If so desired, when grouped, the upper or SPECIAL SILL FOR CASEMENT WINDOW least 50% more lighting area than with the ordinary
transom portion of the windows may be hinged at top wooden window, and they cost less. The Standard
to swing out at bottom. This serves as an awning, and the window may Steel Casement Windows are fireproof when glazed with rough ribbed or
remain open during light rains without damage to the interior of rooms, and polished wire glass, and glazing angles are used.
yetadmittingventilationintotheroom. Theadjustersforboththecasement MULLIONS-The 1%' wide mullion is of th tongue and groove type and
and transom sash, made of spring brass or machine steel, contain the nec- is protected by United States patent. They are slender, yet very strong,
essary fricticn for holding the sash at any desired angle, and requires only and are used when two or more single units are combined to fill large
the slightest push of the hand to operate same after releasing the lock. openings.
INSTALLATION-The Mesker Steel Casement Windows are easily installed. Having all hardware attached no further fitting is necessary. They must
be set true and straight in the openings. (See page 11 for details.) Build openings according to sizes given. Leave brick or stone sill out until window
is set. Set window from the inside. Block up to proper height, see illustration (page 8). See that sash line up with adjoining sash. and nail two lugs on
each side into masonry. All casements swing out right or left as desired. Do not install casements until building is under roof.
GLAZING-The Mesker Casement Sash are glazed from the inside and steel glazing clips are furnished for holding the glass firmly in pie .. The glass should
be back puttied, and neatly face puttied covering the clips entirely and leaving a neat smooth finish. Use special steel Sash putty, as ordinary putty dries out
and breaks away. Steel glazing angles are furnished at extra cost.
HARDWARE-Lock of the cam acting type and handle of artistic design, in brass finish, is attached to bracket of each sash. Sturdy Steel hinges of brass
finish and removable pins connects the sash to the frame. A jointed friction adjuster restrains the sash when open and holds it in the desired position.
LEADED ART GLASS CASEMENTS-When Cottage Casements with small lights are required as shown in right hand corner above, a vertical 9•" solid
secticn T bar muntin is furnished with heavy leaden horizontal sash bars, shipped separately. They are to be attached to sash when glazing is being done.
Clear, colored or translucent glass may be used for such artistic effect as may be adapted to carry out the desired design.
INTERIOR FINISH-Since wood interior trim is not considered a necessity in modern homes, and as sanitation is being more carefully observed in building
construction, plaster finish is preferably recommended for sides, head and sill of the interior where the Mesker Casement Windows are used.
WEATHERSTRIPPING- Our (patent applied for) metal weatherstripping attachment to solid section steel sash is of the utmost simplicity and cost less than
weather stripping wooden windows and much neater in appearance, and prevents rattle, and is rainproof, windproof, and dustproof. The cost is only a trifle
extra. Weather strips may be preferred for their neat appearance, softness of closure and air tight qualities. They are made of No. 11 gauge zinc. or No. 32
gauge spring bronze and furnished only when orderrd. Weather strips may be attached to our casements by owners subsequent to receiving the windows, and
may be attached without the assistance of a skilled mechanic before glazing. No practical method has been previously designed for fastening metal weather
strips to steel sash. The means employed in the Mesker method is of utmost simplicity and practicability. With this latest achievement in weather stripping
no triple contact is necessary since the weather strips are secured to the sash. The Mesker metal weather stripped, air tight, casement windows have no
rival for their artistic beauty and superior qualities. Weatherstripping not i.ncluded in above prices.
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MESKER MONITOR STEEL SASH
TYPE --See details.
oC. a __ I-- 1vertScni s 1a i A _i Igt. UrA nesg_ £ 1 /!r 
Onows a lop 1mgea cOnuOUS vert:cat sasn m any lenA. ror nelgms L--U x2"'
3'-1Q ½" and 4'-10 "2 clear openings between structural angles. Glass sizes 20" x 35",
20" x 37' and 20" x 59" respectively.
Heights over 4'-10 Y2" a heavier and more costly construction must be used.
Units or Sections made in lengths 10'-0" and not exceeding 12'-0".
The end lights adjoining each operating run are fixed as shown.
Weathering caps G and H are of No. 18 steel, one side riveted, the other not
attached, for expansion and contraction.
Sash bars are of solid rolled open hearth steel sections, joined by mortise and tenon
interlocking joint and pressed by heavy machinery, making a rigid joint.
A continuous angle 1 x 1 4" x A'" is riveted to vertical bars for attaching arms
of mechanical operating devices.
Glazing is done from the outside. Glazing clips are supplied for holding glass in
place. Glass A" or " in thickness is recommended.
We furnish no structural steel nor flashing at heads, sills or ends.
TYPE 2-See details.
Represents a horizontal pivoted row of sash and can be used in vertical plane only.
Fixed units may be combined alternately with ventilated units.
Standard units of sash described on opposite page may be used, either fixed or
ventilated. Combined with our tongue and grooved mullion. they make up a con-
tinuous run of monitor sash at a great saving in cost over special sizes and give most
satisfactory service.
Monitor mullions C are of No. 16 steel and their construction provides for expan-
sion and contraction without bolts or slotted holes.
Swing sash or ventilators must clear all trusses, vertical supports, diagonal bracing
or other framing.
Glazing is done from inside and any thickness of glass may be adopted in sizes
of 12 x 18" and 14 x 20".
Continuous mechanical operators for operating the ventilators are suggested,
although long chains may be used or they may be operated individually from runways.
We furnish no structural steel nor flashing at heads, sills or ends.
TYPE 3-See details.
Illustrates a combination of continuous top hinged in upper, and continuous
fixed sash in lower portion.
The clear openings between structural angles to be 2'-10 Y2", 3'-10 ½" and 4'-10 ½"
in height for both upper and lower runs of sash, making overall clear opening height
5'-9", 7'-9" and 9'-9".
Glass sizes for the top hung sash are 20" x 34 y', 20N x 46 ½" and 20" x 58 Y2 and
for the lower portion, or fixed sash are 20" x 35", 20" x 47" and 20" x 59" respectively,
for the 2'-10 3", 3'-10 "/2' and 4'-10 4" heights.
For heights over 4'-10 14" a special, heavier and more costly construction is
designed but not illustrated in this catalogue.
The sections are made in lengths approximately 10'-0" and not exceeding 12'-0".
The end lights adjoining each operating run are fixed.
Weathering caps T are of No. 18 steel.
Sash bars and muntins are of solid rolled open hearth steel sections and jointed
as in type 1.
A continuous angle 1 34" x 1 4" x A" is riveted to vertical bars for attaching arms
of mechanical operators.
The lower run of fixed sash is held in place by means of hook bolts and by anchor
clips, see detail.
Glazing must be done from the outside and our special glazing clips are furnished.
Glass A" or H" in thickness is recommended and should be puttied and back puttied.
We furnish no structural steel nor flashing at heads, sills or ends.
MECHANICAL OPERATING DEVICES
Continuous Operators (at extra cost) will be supplied. Maximum lengths operated
by one controlling station are as follows:
Type 1-Vertical, any height ....................... .120' 0"
Type 2-Vertical, any height ........................ 80' 0"P U.-.1 An-- nC-a --- °-3 - 70' 0x
SECT/on TOP N46 0
CONVTINUS tOMI70R S5t.
. y -- v . ------, - - -...........
Type 3-Vertical, 300--4' 0" ........................ 60' ' 0N Type 3-Vertical, 30-5' 0" ........................ 50' 0# I_,rz Scz-
When requesting quotations give total run of feet of each monitor, number of
ventilators, distance from floor to bottom of ventilators and state if operating chains r DETA/LS TO /P H/GED MON/rOR SASH.
can hang perpendicularly or if they must be operated off the vertical place of sash-
give distance.
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STEEL AND GLASS STANDARD PARTITIONS
THE MESKER SOLID ROLLED SECTION STEEL AND GLASS PARTITION,
TYPICAL ELEVATION OF STEEL AND GLASS PARTITION.
DooR
2:7"-c 3*'30 OR
-°: 7OF;
i
It
I
lUll
1200/i MSIC//O
PLAN OF .STEEL SAS- VNITS, MULLIONS 0 & DOOR.
.'ASHUNT- a /UNIVLL3ON5 3" DOO. 3
JAMB MI/OuN C DOOR P057 COR'Y ERf '",
The Mesker Steel and Glass Partitions are intended for office enclosures on the interior of mills, factories, garages, warehouses, machine shops, office
buildings, department stores, balconies, banks, etc. They are fireproof, durable, easy of erection, inexpensive and they present a fine appearance.
These partitions are made up of standard units of solid rolled section steel sash, designed to be artistically grouped with the Mesker tongue and
groove mullions for any condition, dimension, or arrangement of plan. Partitions designed from our standard sizes, given on page 10, can be delivered
from stock and at much lower prices than when specially designed.
The wainscoting portion of these partitions are paneled with heavy steel plate, and the upper panels are glazed with ribbed, florentine, wire, plate
or window glass.
When arranging for steel partitions, it is advisable to avoid coming in direct line between existing columns. Partitions should be. as far as possible,
run clear of any obstruction.
The partition illustrated above is approximately 7 feet high, leaving ample space for the circulation of air and heat. Where it is desired, the
entire enclosure may extend up to the ceiling by filling the space between the sash and ceiling with metal lath and plaster, or with steel plates. In such
construction the mullions should run from the floor to the ceiling. In most cases, it would be impractical to extend sash to ceiling and fit around sprink-
ling systems, steam pipes, beams, girders, and other obstructions contiguous to the ceiling. Ventilators may be placed in the sash at any desired location.
The Mesker design of mullions makes it possible to readily remove partitions, which so often is required, and permits them to be taken apart No
bolts, nuts or pins to be removed. Any or all units may be re-erected without removing the glass.
Doors are manufactured from heavy rolled open hearth steel, welded at joints. Latches or locks and bolts are provided where needed. Doors
and door frames are not drilled for hinges or door checks. This should be done by the contractor erecting doors to insure correct fit.
Any ordinary mechanic may install the Mesker Partitions with utmost simplicity, they fit like matched tongue and groove flooring after starters
are bolted to wall and floor. Send sketch or plan of your requirement, showing existing walls and outline of partition needed, with full dimensions.
Designate position of doors, height of partition from floor and location of ventilators, if any.
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THE MESKER STEEL SASH HARDWARE AND ATTACHMENTS
PUSH qSAAR 0. I
NO. 3_ NO. 9
~~~~~~~~JOAFdCMOKPi6---
NO. 2 THE MESKER CAM LtOCK
fl'M_! _ - _ _ RSU.
l _lM r.
- ij ILi.~~~rr IrxIIIIHHsKW1fl$Kx>)
OT f FORF PUSH BANfYE.8OLt \ N ANL BRACAEC
f l siu Ir A  i ur y F Izli1.1Vi
ANCHOR CLIP
FOR STEL
CONSTRUCTION.
NO. 5
WALL ANCHOR VO. 6
CAM LOCK 5PRI/N6 FOR
NON-LABELED SAS.
NO. 
BRONZE FRICTION SHOE.
NO. 14
CA5ENfIT FRICTION DqOJUSTER. wO. 19 T _-
:mt-: 
;sSEMENT
46 PIVOT
N0.20
I Ilj
SPLIT RIVET
f- =NO.22
SHOWING ROUND CORNER FEATURE OC SASHINSTALLED IN WALL. FULL SIZE. USED FOR 6LAZING LABELED 5qSH
HINGE.
NO.17
I PUSHf BAR IDJUTSTER
2 CM LOCK
3 EYE BOLTFoR PUSH R
4 ANGLE BRACKET
.5 ANCHOR CLIP
6 WILL /7NCHOR
7 WALL CLIP
8 CM LOCK 6PRING
9 CMLOCKBOLLTNvDNUT
10 S-1HOOK
/I CHAIN HOOK
12 CHAIN RIN6
13 GLAZING CLIP
14 BROVZE fRICTIONY 6HOE
15 CI)/N 6UIDL
16 2B,]5iMjNT WIDOW CiTCsH
17 CqS5JLNTSA5HHNGE
18 CAq6. SASt/ LOCK
/9 CAE. RICTIONA9oJUT£R
20 CASE. HIVE PI VO T
21 WALL HOOK
HARDWARE
HALF FULL SIZE
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THE MESKER COMBINATI(
STANDARD SIZES, COUNTER-BALANCED WINDOWS
Widths Heights 
7' -9" 
4'-1 2'"x{7'-1" AAC BBC
7 9 PRE .5i PICE$28.
6'-5"
4'-6"x {7'-1"
L--Indicates
Labeled Windows,
othersnon-labeled. L .W..-
AAC-L
pars~W
IN SHEET STEEL AND SOLID ROLLED SECTION STEEL WINDOWS
WRITE FOR DISCOUNTS STANDARD SIZES, COUNTER-WEIGHTED WINDOWS
00
44
CCC
PRICE$29.25
UL
rag
CCC -L
PRIL $42.60
.1
B BC-L
PRIC 439.0
Widths Heights
17'-9"
4'-3"x7'-1"17 '-9"
4'-3"x 71"1
L7'-9"
L-Indicates
Labeled Windows,
others non-4abeled.
3LG - 4-,0AAD BBD
PRICES35.30 PRICE$40.00
3'-1_ 4- 1- i
AAD-L BD-L CC D-L
PRlICE$46.10 PRICE$54.50 PRLLE$ 30
HiAD AD SiLI OF
COUNTERBALA£ED WINOOW,
SJdOWIN6 KNOCD OWNo
COIIECTJOISN WITH .AIsB
YERTICAL ECTIO1.
COUTERBAL/iC ED.
tMAD AND SILL OF
.SfAdnWIMcsv. X
K)iOC
CONI
WIT
ALSO,&
GrOOVE
VERTICAL C1IO/N.
COUNItRWEIGHTED.
TYPES-The most desirable types in this class of window are the Double Hung (or counterweighted) and the Counterbalanced Windows. These are especially
suited for Business, Educational, Institutional, Industrial, Public, Residential and Recreational Buildings.
UNDERWRITERS LABELED-These windows are subject to the rigid requirements and inspection of the National Board of Fire Underwriters, bearing
their label of approval and accepted by rating bureaus everywhere in the United States and Canada as Standard Underwriters' Windows.
NON-LABELED-The non-labeled windows are of the same construction as the labeled, ex-ept that the glass in the non-labeled windows is held in place with
'steel glazing clips and putty, instead of steel glazing angles.
CONSTRUCTION-The heads,s ills and jambs of the windows are made of No. 16 gauge steel, or No. 24 gauge galvanized steel. Grooves are formed in the
frame to receive the projecting flanges of the sash members. The sash operates in the grooves with a vertical movement and insures easy operation and is
perfectly weathertight.
ACCESS TO WEIGHTS, DOUBLE HUNG WINDOWS-The grooved members of the jamb in the Double Hung Window are adjustable for the double
purpose of removing the sash should occasionr equire, and for giving access to counter-weights after the window is installed.
COUNTERBALANCED WINDOWS-This type is recommendedi n preference to the Double Hung type. The frames are constructed cf No. 16 gauge steel
with groovesformed to receive the flanges of the sash members. The grooves permit perfect weathering and easy operation of the sash. The two sash counter-
balance each other being hung on chains which pass over pulleys in the head. When open, the window allows 50% ventilation, heated air escapes through the
top, and fresh air is admitted through the opening at the bottom.
CONNECTION LUGS-The sill and head is secured to the jambs by a series of angle lugs riveted to the sill and head and fastened to the jambs by tap
screws threaded into the lugs. (See illustrations.)
MAY BE KNOCK DOWN-These types of windows rm"- -- ' rnished KNOCK DOWN form, thereby saving a considerable amount in freight cost. Wh en
so ordered, they are shipped in parts and assembled on the ob. The cost at the factory is less. The cost of assembling at building must be added. The
subsills are filled with concrete at the building. Instructions for assembling accompanies each order.
SASH CONSTRUCTION-The sash is constructed cf solid rolled open hearth steel section. The outer frame consists of ONE PIECE CONTINUOUS
STEEL BAR, bent round at the corners and welded at the splicing of the two ends. The muntins are also of solid steel section, mortised at the ends and
tenoned into the frame members. making the sash perfectly rigid and cannot warp out of square.-Continued on page 13.
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MESKER FIREPROOF HOLLOW METAL WINDOWS
Approved by the National Board of Fire Underwriters. Adapted to new and old buildings. Designed along the same lines and contain the same glass area
as wood windows. FRAMES AND SASH of No. 24 gauge galvanized steel or 20 oz. copper. CONCRETING of subsill must be done at building.
Type A. Double Hung ................... .. 5' 0" x ' 0" Maximum Type D. Double Casement ................ 5' 0" x 10' 0"
Type B. Standard Pivoted ................. 5' 0" x 10' 0" i Type H Single.' 0" ' " MaximumType C. Double Pivoted ...................  ' M0"  ' " p g ype . ingle Pivoted ................... 5'0 0" axi uType C. Double Pivoted. .0" x 1 0' 0" Ipenings Type K. Single Top Hinged................5' 0" x 5 0 Openings
GLASS must not exceed 720 square inches, exposed area per light, and no light longer than 54 inches, except for windows in street elevations where such
light is limited to 2916 square inches. TRANSOMS of hinged, pivoted or stationary types may be used over all windows or multiples. TRANSOM
BARS for windows 10 feet high and under, are all sheet metal. MULLIONS are of a non-bearing character, made of No. 16 gauge galvanized steel, and
limited to 12 feet high. They must extend 3 inches down into sills and same distance up into brick arches where segments are used. For square head win-
dows mullions must be attached to lintels with knees and bolts. HARDWARE. We supply windows complete, inclusive of hardware, sash. weights and
chains, fusible links for pivoted windows; li-inch rough ribbed, maze, prism or polished wire glass, cut accurately to sizes and boxed separately. UNDER-
WRITERS label is a guarantee that windows comply with every requirement and are accepted everywhere by rating bureaus as standard. The removing
and replacing of sash as easily accomplished as in wood-windows, an important factor of cost.
SINGLE PIYOTEDF, TYPEH.
D'WErLS, PIV/GTED, CASFDEN OR TOP HINGED
OfFYNJIG DIMEN5SON - --
/Lf P/YO£[D, TYPE C. CASMENTW, TYPE D.
MEASSURME 3 MESURE
PI LOTE d - GS ,STA ONRY7AMB
GLASS TO GLASS 74lr
/DtRWR/JERJ'APFPRVED MULLION FOR rYPES BC.D. IK. TWIN o EBLE HIINA, TYPE 6. UNAWR/ZER$'APfPRVD J/LL/ LION, YPE 6.
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Many hundreds of buildings have been equipped with the MESKER PATENT STEEL AND CONCRETE STAIRS
A GROUP OF A FEW TYPICAL INSTALLATIONS
I. Gillet-Kerr Building, Tulsa, Okla. 4. Alamadura Apartments, Interior Stairs. 7. Typical Stair Installation.
2. Brady Apartments, Des Moines. owa. 5. Linton-Stockton School, Linton, Ind. 8. Typical Stair Installation.
3. Alamadura Apartments, Memphis, Tenn. 6. Alamo Iron Works, San Antonio, Texas. 9. Typical Stair Installation,
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MESKER PATENT COMBINATION STEEL AND CONCRETE INTERIOR STAIRS
THE MESKER STAIRS are speciffed as a "STANDARD" of construction throughout
the country and are installed in some of the best buildings erected within the past 15 years.
SPECIFICATIONS-Stringers shall be -inch steel plate, bent in channel form and of width shown on plans.
Treads and risers shall be made of one continuous steel plate No. 12 or No. 13 gauge, bent to form as indicated. Treads shall be supported at ends
by special clamps, securely bolted to stringers with acorn heads on face strings and shall be filled with concrete or other material by others. (Tread filling
1 / inches more or less in thickness.)
Platforms or landings, where required, shall be No. 12 or No. 13 gauge steel plates, with nosings same as treads and supported on a 2 by 2 by t-inch
angle frame, riveted or bolted to stringers, and reinforced with tees not over 2 feet on centers.
Newels shall be No. 12 gauge blue annealed steel with cast iron caps and pendants. Newels to be welded at corners, making a continuous one-piece
seamless newel
Railings to be of design indicated on drawings. All to have a coat shop paint.
oo0
gB lj 
sTAIR SHOWINO
NO : ILINl AND
,I
STAIR WiTH
NO 4 RAILINU.
&ND i2 MOULUBU
STRIUlSA.
r U aTAIu WITH 91/ ' STRINGER
1LJ tItI' AILIIU Li0 2
TIN CLAJP r lK±r juutJ
We supply standard tin clad fire doors, single and double hinged,
horizontally and vertically sliding, with hardware and wall bolts
complete, constructed to meet Underwriters' requirements and
bearing their label of approval, which is a guarantee that the work
has been subj
Angle or c
doors, althou
on each side
Doors are
ing to locatio
attached.
FIRE ESCAPES
ject to the most rlgl mnspecto.
:hannel frames are furnished in connection with hinged We manufacture FIRE ESCAPES in conformity with the various State laws, with
gh they may be arranged to lap the openings 4 inches or without counter-balanced bottom section, with or without ladder to roof. They are
and top, making frames unnecessary in bearing walls. shipped in complete sections prepared for easy erection by any mechanic.
of two or three thicknesses of wood, tin clad, accord- For Schools, Colleges, Hospitals and Theaters the stair portion is usually 36 inches
n in building and thickness of walls to which they are wide, while for other structures it is 24 inches wide with platforms to suit the con.ditions.
When inquiring for prices, give the following information:
A-Distance between windows. B-Width of window openings.
C-Distance from grade to underside of second story window or door sills. D-Distance between window sills.
E-Distance from upper window or door sills to top of fire walls or roof. F-Distance from top of windows to undlerside ,f sills.
Mention the character of buildings and where unusual conditions exist, describe fully.
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LSSIFICATION OF PRODUCTS I
Type of Product
Solid Section
Steel Sash With-
out ventilators
ft n
n'
it
ft
n
n
?n it
ni
it
Solid Section
Steel Sash With
Center ivoted
Ventilators
It t
n
if
IV
It
19
n
t
tV
it
Tot i ihts InTotal bi :Aists n
of ,lights Tenil.
6
9
12
15
18
a
12
16
20
24
10
15
20
25
30
6
9
12
15
18
8
12
16
20
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
' 0
0
0
0
0
0
6
6
6
6
6
4
4
4
4
Height WidthSerialNumber
B3- 2
B 33
B 34
B 35
36
B 42
B 43
B 44
B 46
B 46
B 
B 53
B 54
B 55
B 56
B 32160
B 3E61
B 34161
|B 35161
B 36161
B 42140
B 43141
B 44141
B 45141
ft.
3
4
6
7
9
3
4
6
7
9
3
4
6
7
9
3
4
6
7
9
3
4
6
7
.in.
1.
1*
1%
J.2
.L 4
21
2
2
2
2
2
"I
1 *14
la
1.4
in.
7/8
7*
-4
8
2*
7/8
7*
1-i
8
2.
7/8
7
8
2j
7/8
14
8
2*
7/8
8
ft.
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
_ _
-
__
--
------------- !
----
-
I
-
l
, .
.
.
,
CLASSIFICATION OF PRODUCTS
Type of Product
Solid Section
Steel Sash 'ith
Center -ivoted
Ventilat ors
ft TV
it it
ft t
TT
ft
I?
19
..
It
11
..
Tt
it
Solid Section
Steel Sash 
out Ventilat
ft ar
?t
ith-
ors
rf
t'
t
I
ft
It
tt
it
tt
it
11
it
!1
ft I
iT
Total No.
of ights
24
8
12
16
20
24
10
15
20
25
30
6
9
12
15
18
8
12
16
20
24
10
15
20
25
Lights in 
Ventil. Height Width
Serial
iNumber
B 46141
B 42181
B 43181
B 44181
B 45181
B 46181
B 52160
B 53161
B 54161
B 55161
B 56161
O 32
C 33
C 34
C 35
C 36
C 42
C 43
C 44
C 45
C 46
C 52
C 53
C 54
C 55
ft.
9
3
4
6
7
9
3
4
6
7
9
3
5
6
8
10
3
5
6
8
10
3
5
6
8
in.
7/8
71
8
2$L
7/8
7*
8
24
5-
6
24
5
19
6
24
5
1*
9%
6
ft.
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
6
6
6
6
1-
?;-
-·
3
4
32
71
7
7.
74
9%
9%4
9%
9A
0
0
0
0
___
--- I-~ .
---
.
$
.
..
.
_ _
_
in.
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CLASSIFICATION OF 2ODUCTS
7ype of Product
Solid Section
Steel Sash With-
out Ventilators
5 olid Section
Steel Sash .Iith
Oenter Pivoted
Ventilators
,, 1V
it
iT
ft
ft VP
Vt It
tt
Itft
V.
Tt ?n
Side Arm Extend-
ing Ventilator
Sash
t 
,t
'otal No. Li-hts n
of Lights Tentil.
30
6
9
12
15
18
8
12
16
20
24
8
12
16
20
24
10
15
20
25
30
4
3
4
3
0
6
6
6
6
4
4
4
4
4
8
8
8
8
8
6
6
6
6
6
4
1
2
2
Height Width
Serial
Naumber
C 56
C 32160
C 33161
34161
C 35161
C 36161
C 42140
C 43141
C 44141
C 45141
C 46141
C 42180
C 43181
C 44181
C 45181
C 46181
C 52160
C 53161
C 54161
C 55161
C 56161
C 22140
101
102
103
Kn
0
71
734
I _s7.4
9-54
) a 3g,
0
0
5
ft.
.0
3
5
I,6
3
10
3
5
0
10
3
5
6
8
10
3
5
6
10
3
3
3
3
in.
5
6
5
9k
6
5
1*6l
6
5
1 4
94
6
5
7/8
7/8
7/8
ft.
6
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
6
6
6
6
&
4
5
5
I
.
_
.
. I
-
in
158
CIASISiFIC C ION F 2RODUCTS
'ype of Product
,ide Arm xtendin
Ventilator ash
n tF
it
..
, r,
It
It
Tr
It
t?
rt
Tt
rt
It
it tt
Solid Section
Casement .;ind
ft ft
It it
ftit
Steel
OWS
rr
IFv
it
rrt
yI
ft
it
It
nf
it
It
it
it
t
I?
tf
T!
it It
Fn
-Zotal NJo.
of Light
6
8
6
9
12
9
9
12
9
12
16
12
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
6
10
! Lihts n
-. . z nVentil.
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
4
4
6
10
._ ei - t
Serial
J umber
201
202
203
501
502
303
401
402
403
501
502
503
11
12
13
21
22
23
31
32
33
41
42
43
11 V
12 V
13 V
in.
2
2
2
29
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
5/8
5/8
5/8
91
94
7t
ft.
4
4
4
6
6
6
7
7
7
9
9
9
1
2
4
1
2
4
1
2
4
1
2
4
1
2
4
4
0
!55
5
5
4
1
1
3
3
3
5
5
5
6
0
6
1
1
1
in.
4
71
-r
-
4
2+
91
7
9it
91V2
7-¼4
94
5*7-1- 
9 I
5-j·4
__
_
.
lid-th
__
l
-~~~~~~~~~~~
_
.,
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CLASSIFICATION OF PRODUCTS
y
,?pe of Product
Solid ection Stee'
- T ll .
ua emenJ 1na o0W
TV t?
t it
tt ,t
ft It
tt IT
tr
n
VP tI
it
ft Tr
It
It
1?
ft
IT IT
it it
t nt
It
If,
rt
Tr
t t
It
it It
Total No.
of Lights
1 8
12
20
12
18
30
16
24
40
10
14
16
20
20
28
32
40
30
42
48
60
40
56
64
80
Lights in
Ventil.
4
6
10
4
6
10
8
12
20
10
14
16
20
10
14
16
20
20
28
32
40
20
28
32
40
Height Width
Serial
iNumber
21-IT
22-1V
23-1V
31-1V
32-1¥
33-1V
41-2T
42-2Y
43-2V
121 V
131 V
132 V
133 V
221-1V
231-1V
232-1?
233-1T
321-2V
331-2V
332-2V
533-2V
431-2V
432-2V
433-2V
ft.
1
2
4
1
2
4
1
2
4
4
6
7
9
4
6
7
9
4
6
7
9
4
6
7
9
in.
7+
7.s
99.
54
547-
3
5i10
3*
54
1'
54
3*
0
.4.
3
3
3
5
5
5
6
6
6
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
i.
4
4
4
5/8
5/8
5/8
9¼
94
7.;
7¼
71
4
4
4
5/845/8
5/8
5/8
94
94
-
- - -
- - -
.
T-
-
--------
_ . _ _
(lo
CLASSIFICATION OF PRODUCTS
Type of roduot
Combination Sheet
Steel and Solid
Rolled Section
Steel Windows
a n
i r
if
IT
isit'I
It
tt
rt
n
ti
n
tTV
It
wr
ft
it
if
if
in
It
ItIt
It
* g
Total No.
of Light
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
8
8
12
12
16
Lights ir
Ventil.
same
TlII
It
Height Width
ft. in.
Serial
ilumber
AAO
AAC
AAC
BBC
3BC
Coc
CC
CCC
AAD
AAD
AAD
BBD
BBD
BBD
COD.CCD
COD
COD
AAC-L
AAC-I
AAC-L
BBC-I;
BBC-L
BBC -L
CCC-L
ft.
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
a
4
in.
'10+
10i
lOj10i
10
10
30
3
3
5
1i
1i
li
6
6
l0
10
10
10
10
3O
3
I I -

Ill
GLASS1FICATION OF PRODUCTS
Type of Product
Combination Sheet
Steel and Solid
Rolled Seotion
Steel Yindows
( counterbalanoed])
it Tf
Tn
It
t
Vt
1t
it
it
it
IttTV
it
It
if
Pireproof Hollow
Metal indow -
Double Hung
Same - Standard
Pivoted
Same - Double
Pivoted
Same - Double
Casement
Same - Single
Piloted
Same - Single Top
Pivoted
Total No,
of LtMt
16
16
8
12
12
12
16
16
16
4
4
4
4
2
2
The Mesker Combination Steel and Con
Lights iuYentil.
same
rt
Vt
Vt
I'
it
It
if
It
2
same
It
II
Height
Jt.
7-
7
6
7
7
6
7
7
6
7
7
10
10
10
10
5
:rete Interior
made to order so that there re no standard sizes.
in.
1
9
5
!
5
1
9
5
1
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
7idth
. .
4
4
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5.
Stairs are
The same
applies to fire escapes and fire doors.
Serial
Number
CCC-L
CCC-L
AAD-L
AAD-L
AAD-L
BBD-L
BBD-L
BBD-L.
CCD-L
COD-L
CCD-L
A
B
C
D
E)
· in.
3
3
1%
1+
6
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
.f)
-
..
I -
l
- -
_ 
_
I
CLASSIFIC5ATIOIT OP PRODUCTS
Type of Product
Coal
it
Tr
tt
it
Wind
rT
It
It
ow
(hopper
(hopper
t" t (hopper
3asement Sash(pivot ed)
It It
it ft
Basement Sash
(casement)
it It
IT it
Serial
Number
Total No
of Liqht;
L.ig hts .
Ventil. le i:-ht
ft.
?Ji4th
90
90 
120
120:
120
170
170 
1
in.
l
L
E
2
0
,
.7,2(
-·
2
3
4
5
6
7
a
1
5 
92
a4
I0 4
10
310
I
I
III
ii
I ._ l--
.
1(2
iE=AITATIOTC OF "CLSSFIC T11, OF E1EAL JTThLERS
ON PRODUCTS A,, ?7IS.
1. Standard Steel Sash ithout ent iators.
Exanpl e:- B 32
Letter B sinifies that window is designed for 12" 18"
glass anes.
Letter C signifies that window is designed for 14" x 20"
glass panes.
First digit signifies ho-w many lights idne window is - in
this case 3.
Second digtit si-rnifies how many lints hnh swindow is -
in this case 2.
2. Standard Steel Sash with Center Pivoted or Top Pivoted
Ventilt ors.
Examle:- B 32.160
Letter - same as above.
First diffit - same as above.
Second digit - same as above.
Third digit signifies number of ventilators in window - in
this case 1.
Fourth digit signifies number of iFhts in entilator - in
this ase 6.
Fifth digit signifies how many lights above sill ventila-
tor is located - in this case o.
3. Side rm Extending Venillator ,ash.
Note: NIJulbers ignify type constru-ctiLon rather than actu-
al specifications.
Exam le:- 302
First dig-it signifies type of verticai construction.
Second digit is common to this entire class of sash.
.
114.
Third diit siglfies type of horizontal constr'lction.
There are five diffe:rent types of vertical construc-
tion to each of the three different types of horizontal
construction, making fifteen different styles in this
class of sash.
4. Steel Casern nt 1indows - ndustrial Type - ach verti-
cal row of lights pivoted to open outward as ventilator.
Note: This type sash classification is based on building
of various sizes ot of a series of twelve stand-
ard units.
These nits are classified by numbers of two digits, as
for example 32.
First digit signifies how many lihts wide unit is - in
this case 3.
Second digit signifies to which of the three different
ve-rtical measurements the unit is constructed - in
this case the second vertical measiLrement or 2' 9".
In adition to the twelve units, the ash made up of com-
binations of these units are classified with numbers
of tree digits as for example - 132.
Combination of first and third digits gives nmber 12
showing that top section of sash is made up of unit
#12.
Combination of first ard. second digits gives number 13
showing that bottom section of sash is made lp of
muit 13.
Therefore sash is made up of unit 12 on top of unit 13.
5. Steel Casement 1Windows - Cottage Type - each vertical
row does not open as ventilator.
Example:- 132-2V
N-umbers to left of hyphen are construed in exactly the
sare manner as those for class. #4 immediately above.
Digit to right of hyphen together with letter V signifies
nLmber of vertical rows used as ventilators - in
this case 2.
(2V - 2 Ventilators)
5. Steel Caserment Yinoy.ows - Ccttae Type (cont.)
Note: i. Wbhere letter V appears alone following number§,
it signifi.es that the sash is composed of only
one vertical manit, which is used as a ventilator.
2. In all sash of type 2V, the ventilator units,
or vertical opening nits, are the extremie right
and left hand units.
6. Combination Sheet Steel and Solid Rolled Section Steel
Windows.
Example: - BBC-L
First two letters are always alike and indicate which of
the three standard widths of each type the windw
has. (AA, BB, or CC)
Third let:;er signifies which of the two types the window
belongs to:
Type C - means counterbalanced.
Type D - means counterweighted.
Presence or absence of the letter L signifies whether or
not the window is labeled. Non-labeled windows all
have four lights. Labeled windows are frther sub-
divided accordi.ng to width.
Each separate width (BB, CC, etc.) has three different
standard heighths.
7. -Cut Tee Bars.
Example:- B 23
Letter indicates size of glass as in class. 1.
First digit indicates type of bar.
Second digit indicates iunmber of lights covered by length
of bar.
The following types of bars are made:
Type l - Horizontal Frame Bar.
Type #2 - Vertical Frame Bar.
Type #3 - Horizontal Field Bar.
Type #4 - Vertical Field Bar.
Type #6 - Vertical Frame Bar if next to vent.
Type #8 - Vertical Field Bar if next to vent.
Type #9 - Horizontal Bar above or below ventilator.
116.
8. Mullions.
Example:- B 4
Letter indicates size of glass to be used as in class. #1.
Figure indicates how many lights high mullion is.
There is no classification as to width of mullion itself.
The width varies from 2 to 3 inches.
9. ater Angles.
Example:- BX 4
First letter indicates size of glass to be used as in
class. l.
Second letter is common to all water angles.
Figure indicates how many lights wide water angle is.
10. Ventilators.
Example:- B 4
Letter indicates size of glass to be used as in class. 1.
Figure indicates how many lights there are in the ventila-
tor.
11. Coal Windows.
Example:- 120 H
Digits to left of cipher indicate depth of window - in
this case 12".
Cipher common to entire class.
Letter H following figures indicates that window is equipped
with a hopper.
Letter L following figures indicates that window is large
size.
OPE TIONS IN iAKING HIOLLOW ITAL WITDOWS.
Piece l1. Sill.
1. Cult width and length on Niagara shear.
2. Notch four corners in foot press 85.
3. Punch four slots in Little Wonder foot press.
4. Prick off. (Set gauge for lots over 50)
5. Form in Henderson Brake.
6. Rivet 3 to 4 stays in each by hand.
7. Solder in labels.
Piece #2. Head.
1. Cut width and length on Niagara shear.
2. Cut 2 miters in Fowler press.
3. Prick off by hand. (Set gauge for lots over 50)
4. Form on Henderson Brake.
Piece #3. Cover.
1. Cut width and length on Niagara shear.
2. Notch folar corners in foot press 85.
3. Prick off by hand.
4. Form on Henderson brake.
Piece #L. Separators.
1. Cut width and length on Niagara shear.
2. Notch one end in foot press 85.
3. Prick off by hand.
4. Form on Henderson Brake.
.
118.
Piece 5. Jambs.
1. C-at width and length on Niagara shear.
2. Miiter sill end on Bliss (38))press.
3. Punch 3 notches on i ttle Wonder foot press.
4. Prick off by hand.
5. Form on Henderson Brake.
6. Punch pockets in Swaine press.
7. Punch pulley slots in Swaine press.
8. Punch and rivet jamb nuts in foot press 222.
9. Paint inside of jambs.
10. Back to Henderson Brake for two more breaks.
lI. Double seam edge on Henderson Brake.
12. Assemble two p- lleys in each jamb.
Ready for soldering.
Piece 6. Bottom Sash Rail.
1. Cut width and length on Niagara shear.
2. Miter two ends in Ferracute (124) press.
3. Paunch four holes for lift plate in foot press 222.
4. Prick off by hand.
5. Form in Henderson Brake. (Four breaks)
6. Squeeze two breaks in Henderson Brake.
7. Form pocket on 1 Ohl.
8. Form mould on 1 Ohl.
9. Draw through former frame by hand.
10. Close aup b hand.
11. Squeeze on Henderson Brake.
Piece 6. ottomn Sash Rail. ceont. 
12. Punch holes thro-j7h fin -,ith hand piDunch.
13. Rivet fin on Bliss (38) ress, (3 to 6 rivets er
ra l)
14. Rivet lift pltt on Fowler press. (2 rivets)
15. qScueeze pocket ends.
16. 3prad- rail.
Piece 7. Bottomn Meeting Sash ail.
1. Ct idth ancd on,t  Niaara shear,
2. I iter two ends on foot press #222.
3. Totch folr orne-s on foot press 85.
4. Tinch for lock plate.
5. Prick off by hand.
6 * FBora o1n ;lttnCA t1:i 1E rke.
7. Sqaeeze one bre n o  ereson :--e.
8. Form .o. e; on #1 hl.
9. Form ro-ld orn #l1 hl.
10. Draw throulgh former frame y hani.
11. Close -up ail by hand.
12. Squreeze on H1enLers on. riake.
13. Panch holes trough fins fcr rivets by hand..
14. Rivet fin Bi liss (38) press.
15. Rivet lock plate on Fowler press.
16. Squeeze end.
17?. Spread rail.
1i9.
Piece ~i8. Top leeting Rail.
. wb ,i;id th ani length on Nia-i:ara. shear.
2. Notch on ft press 85 (4 i uts).
3. ?Pinch hol&s for plate on foot press ,222.
4. rick of, 'by hand.
5. Form on Relnciers-on 3ra.e.
6. Form pocket on 1 Ohl.
7. Form mnould on 1 Oh..
8. Drza throigh former frane by harnd.
9. Close ap y hand..
10. Sc eeze on Henerson Bra-e.
II. Form fin lick.
12. Rivet plates on Fowjer press.
13. Rivet in studs on Ferrac-te ress 2.
Piece 9. Top Sash Rail.
1. Ct width and length on ia,.ara shear.
2. 7otch in foot ress #85. (2 mits 
3. Prick off by hand..
4. Form on Henderson rake.
5. Form pocizet on 1 Ohl.
6. Form moulld on 1 Ohl.
7. Draw thro- Lh former frame by hand.
8. Close p by hand.
9. Squ.eeze in Henderson Brake.
10. Punch rivet holes by hand.
l. Rivet fins on Blis press (38).
12. Rivet in studs on Ferrac'lte ress ("2).
.
Piece #i0. Side ash Rail.
1. Cut -width and length on aar shear.
2. Cut mlters on Ferracute press 124.
3. 2ric off by and.
4. Form on Henderson ra e.
5. Form pociet on 1 Ohl.
6. Form mould on 1 Ohl.
7. Draw through former frame by hand.
8. Close up by hand.
9. Sqeeze on ender'son Brake.
10. Pinch rivet holes by hand.
11. Rivet fins on Bliss #38.
12. Rivet in st-uds on Ferracute press 2.
13. Saueeze ociLets.
Assembly rocess: (frame)
1. Rivet sill - 4 corners. (6 rivets)
2. Rivet head - 4 corners. (8 rivets)
3. SqTare up and solder all round.
4. Attach separators with bolts.
5. Slip in pulley covers.
6. Slip in Head cover.
7. Phunch ani rivet cover ad olcuer ends.
Assembl- Process: (sash)
1. ay on bench, rivet, tack, and solder all rails.
2a1 l
Piece 11. Stops.
va Cut wi-th on iaara shear.
2. Form 1/8 edge on Hendersn rake.
3. Form on 1 Ohl.
4.P aint (aip).
5. Saw to size of window.
6. Punch holes with prick punch.
7. Bolt to frame.
Piece 12. Mauntins.
1. C-t width on Niagara shear.
2. Form on 7E Bli-s. (each piece goes through die
twice)
3. Saw by power saw to length needed.
4. Pt in plates by hand.
5. Punch nside mintin with oot press 222.
6. Solder o-tside muntin to sash.
7. 3Bolt insi e mnmutin to sash.
8. Vleigh sash and fit in frame.
9. Paint sash and frame by hand.
L.
OP1DETIOINS 11 `;TG As S.
Piece i1. Treads and Risers.
1. Cut tc size on 12 ft. shear. (STl1)
2. Gang punch on #1 Ohl (H1) for bolting an tread
kto underside of nosing.
3. runch on Long & Astetter punch (ST4) -to receive
tread angles and for bolting to stringers.
4. Form on #1 Ohl. (Hl)
5. Rough treads on Long & Alstetter (SAll).
Piece 2. Stringers.
1. Lay out stringers and mark for punching.
2. Cut and notch ends on hand press. (ST10)
3. Punch on Long & Alstetter punch. (ST4)
4. Form on Totten press. (ST3) (also on big Ohl for
small jobs)
Piece 3. Balustrades.
1. MIortise channel bars on Long Alstetter punch.
(ST4)
2. Tenon and cut baluster to bevel and to proper
length on ong and Aistetter il. (ST2)
3. Assemble railings on assembly bench.
4. Rivet balusters with pneumatic hammer.
Piece #4. Newels.
i. Cut to size on 12 ft. shear. (ST1)
2. Slot to receive tringers on Lone & Alstetter
punch. (ST4)
3. Form on #1 Ohl. (H1)
4. Weld at welding bench.
5. Cut to fit platform by hand.
- L wJ 0
124.
Piece 5. Fittings.
1. Cut moulding to size on 12 ft. shear. (ST1)
2. Form on 7E Bliss. (H4)
3. Pich and cut tread angles to size on Long and
Alstetter punch. (ST4) j
Piece 6. Platforms.
1. Cut to size on 12 ft. shear. (ST1)
2. Punch on Long and Alstetter punch. (ST4)
3. Form platform stiffeners and supports at forge.
(ST7 )
Finally assemble and place in position as they will be in
building.
Assembly Process:
1. Rivet tread angles to stringers. (by hand)
2. Attach moulding to stringers. (by hand)
3. Bolt treads to stringers.
4. Place stairs in position with platforms as they
will exist in the buildirn for which they are de-
signed so that dimensions may be checked.
125.
APPENDIX B
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List of Raw Materials with Amounts Stocked
Ionthly Figures on Semi-Finished Stock
Maximum umber Stocked of Various Sizes of
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CLASSIFICATION OF BENCHES AND STORAGE SPACES.
Used for:
Bending frame ars
Assembling sash
Pitting sash
Painting
Drying sash
Storing Tee Bar
Storing out field bars
Storing out field ars
Storing out frame bars
Storing ventilators
Storing mullioms
Storing ventilators
Assembling railings
Assembling stairs
Storing sheet steel
Welding stairs
Lookers for machinists
Workbench
Workbench
Workbench
Storage in process
Workbench
Workbench
Workbench
7W orkbench
Workbench
Workbench
Workbench
Foreman's bench
Sash and frame assembly
Sash and frame assembly
Sash and frame assembly
Sash and frame assembly
Sash and frame assembly
Soldering
Miscellaneous storage
Workbench and process stor.
Workbench and process stor.
Fitting windows
Tool and stockroom
Assembling ventilat ors
Dep't.
0-ash
Stvt
Vt
it
It
It
Stair
VI
Mach, Sho
it
M.W.
it
IT
Vt
trr
Sash
. Approx -Diesft
Approx. Dimens.
Length
:C.,
40
20
19
106
40
36
27
30
20
33
40
20
25
28
3
10
6
20
25
30
9
42
33
45
70
64
27
6
7
7
7
7
7
8
45
9
9
10
30
1515
Width
6
15
15
30
6
10
4
20
12
30
3
25
20
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
5
3
4
4
4
4
4
a
25
4
4
25
4
4
No.
BSA 1
BSA 2
BSA 3
BSk 4
BSA 5
BSA 6
BSA 7
BSBA 
BSA 9
BSA 10
BSA 11
BSA 12
BST 1
BST 2
BST 3
BST 4
3M 1
BM 2
BM 3
3M 4
BE 1
BH 2
3H3
BH 4
BH 5
BH 6
BH 7
BH 9
BH 10
BH 11
33 12
BHI 13
BH 14
BE 15
BH 16
BE 17
BE 18
BH 19
B! 1
BSA 13
I
. . _
.
-
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iXCH IIERY GROUPINGS*
Under Present Layout.
Grolp 1 - 2, H13, H7,
Group #2 - lU, 1i,2, M3,
Group #3 - A6, A7, M9,
Grolp #4 - IH6, ST1.
Group J5 - ST2, ST11.
Group #1 - A3, A4, A6, A?7,
Grolp 2 - Il, M2, 3, M14,
Group #3 - H5, H7, H8, 10
Group #4 - M1O, M11.
Grouap #5 - ST6, ST8, ST11.
H8, H9, H10, H17, H18, H19, A8, A3, A4.
M4, M5, M6, M7, M8, ST6, ST7, ST9.
MO, i1, M412, ST5, SA3, H5, (SA16).
A8.
MS, M6, M7, 118, M9, l12, M13.
, H16, H17, H18.
*Note - Each gro-p driven by one motor through shafting ar-
rangement. See Page for description of machines
listed above.
Distribution of otors.
Under the present layout a total of 23 motors is used
of which 18 are used for individual drive.
Under the proposed layout a total of 25 motors is
used of which 20 are used for individual drive.
Under PDropposed Lazout.t
APPEE I D
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Letters
Payroll Analysis of Stair Department for
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D.VD OUST ON 3OND & C0 ,, C .
EALT OFRS
MIrilitary Park Building
60 Park Place, Newark, N. J.
April 25, 1927.
Mvir. George C. Houston
259 St. Paul Street
Brookline, ass.
Dear Mr. Hou-ston:
In answer to yo-ur inquiries regarding a
new location for the plant of Mesker Brothers Iron Company,
of St. Loulis, issouri, we beg to submit the following re-
sult of our iLnquiries for your conrsideration.
We find that this firm is operating a plant in the
center of the down town section of St. Louis, which has
changed entirely from a anufactulring area to a warehousing
district. The land. value of the resent site is in the
neighborhood of 3.00 per suare ft., which is altogether
too high a value for the prpose for which it is used. The
proierty is not served with a railroad sidetrack, though in
close proximity to freight stations where L.C.L. shipments
are handled. ?re find that indu-strial sites wiell located
from the l-_bor point of view with railroad facilities from
the .'Iisso-ri Pacific Railroad in the so-thern part of St.
Lolis (about 20 hundreds so-ith), can be acqiired at a price
of approximately $.50 per sq lare ft.
The present factory buildings of Mesker Brothers are
three stories and two stories in height, and are of obsolete
constr-ctLon, entailing high nsluance, inefficient manu-
factur.lng facilites, and probably high turnover in labor.
We are of the opinion that a plot of grounid containing
abouat 80,000 sq-Ware ft. with railroad siding wouald be suffi-
cient to provide for the erection of a new plant, and also
for ffu-ture xpansion, and sho-uld rot cost more than $40,000.
biilding 120' x 300', semi-monitor roof (which need not
be of heavy constrlction, in view of the fact that Lndividu-
al rives are -lsed on te majority of machines), cou:ld be
built complete with heating, and. plumbing for about $2.50
per square ft., so tat te total cost of land and buildings
i
I
I
r-2-45
. George C. Housston April 25, 1927.
would be in the neighborhood of $115,000., 1w.hich is about
$3.00 per squlare ft. for plant and bildings. Wle are of
the opinion that the cost of inoving would be saved in a
very s.hort time t'rough economies and. savirngs on account
of increased efficiency.
The advantages to be derived from a new plant would
be the following:
1. Direct railroad facilities for incoming and otgo-
ing freight.
2. Better labor conditions, icluding lessening of la-
bor trnover.
3. Increased e ffic :ienc in marn-ifacturing.
4. Red-uced insur3ance rates.
!,,Ve trust this information will be sfficient for your
Purposes, and are
Yours very trly,
DAVID HUSTON, BOND & CO., IC.
(Signed) David Houzton
DH: B President.
L
I'
DAVID HOUSTON, BOTD & CO., IC.
Dlilitary Park Building
60 Park Place, Newark, n. J.
Aprl 29, 19?27.
.ir. George C. Houston
259 St. Pauil Street
BrookPline, alass.
Dear Ar. Houtorn:
We are in receipt of yours of April 26th.
'Vile think we have covered all the points raised by you in
our previous letter, with the exception of the cost of ex-
cavating for a new building and the cost of demolishing
and removing the present buildings.
The cost of excavating depends entirely on the nature
of the soil, and also varies according to the distance to
which the soil has to be carted. In this vicinity the
cost of excavating where the sub soil is ordinary dirt
would be about $.O to 1.00 per cubic yd. If hard shale
were s lrlck the cost wou-id be about $6.00 to $7.00 per cu-
bic yd., and if it should happen to be a rock foundation,
it would r u% as high as $20.00 per cubic yd.
I think, however, that where Mesker Brothers' plant
is located, you would have no trouble with the foundation,
but it would be well in any event before definitely decid-
ing.to rebuild on te present site, to take soundings, as
it might possitle develop that piles would be req-uired to
be sed, which woild increase the cost of the whole opera-
tion.
With regard to the cost of demolishirng the present
buildings, our experience has beer that the value of the
building material in the old buildings which can be sal-
vaged in the demolition, about ays for the cost of demoli-
shing.
We are,
Yours very truvly,
rAVID HOUSTON;, 3SuD & CO., I.C.
(Signed) Davrid Ho-._ton
DH:-B President.
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IODUCTIVE LBOR i1. CTALE ,?'z " T·.
SEGREG.ATD T'' COD G O OPLP. JTi IiS
For Febr-iary 1927
0peration TNumbers
& Welding on Special Job
Eour s
344
49
415j
136
122g
i2O
i ,
10-
lo~10'F
19
10'
8
39-
38-
20t
6 
69'4--
.AnoUmnt
23.78
23.55
214.07
68.55
57.65
296.87
18.01
6.60
3.28
8 .66 
5.51
41.21
5.51
2.63
2.23
8.66
5.51
5.51
6.60
17.34
10.27
5.51
4.20
24.08
21 .06
10.75
3.12
42.96
27.14
Grand Total 970.82
Its tirfe Ijy gq-ivalent 242.71
1
2
8
2-3
4-3-4
2-3-6-7
2-3-7
2-4-5-7
2-52-3
3-4-5-6
3-4-5-7
3-4-7
3-6-7
3-7
4-534-5-7
4-6
4-6-7
4-7
5-77
6-7Fitt ing'
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